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RESUMO 

 
Esta tese investiga de forma abrangente o uso de transações entre partes relacionadas (TPRs) 
para o desvio de recursos públicos. Essa investigação abrangente é desenvolvida através de três 
estudos de pesquisa independentes, mas complementares entre si. O primeiro estudo 
(apresentado no Capítulo 2) analisou a evolução dos padrões internacionais de contabilidade e 
auditoria sobre a divulgação de TPRs. Sob uma abordagem de vigilância de baixo para cima 
(sousveillance), investigamos com que intensidade o Tribunal de Contas da União (TCU) 
auditou TPRs durante o período 2008-2019. Com base em uma modelagem de tópicos, 
investigamos mais de 59.000 acórdãos proferidos pelo TCU e descobrimos que o órgão 
monitora de forma fraca as TPRs. A propósito, as TPRs são menos monitoradas que nepotismo 
e conflitos de interesse, que são superficialmente monitorados pelo Tribunal. O capítulo 3 
compreende o segundo estudo, onde propomos um conceito abrangente de partes relacionadas. 
Combinamos o conceito tradicional de partes relacionadas (conforme definido pelas normas 
internacionais de contabilidade e auditoria) com o conceito de firmas politicamente conectadas; 
e usando automação de processos (robotic process automation, RPA), desenvolvemos um 
modelo para capturar e analisar dados. Qualquer cidadão poderia usar esse modelo para 
monitorar TPRs no setor público (numa abordagem de armchair audit). Também descrevemos 
como esse modelo pode ser ajustado por organizações públicas interessadas em aprimorar seus 
controles internos para impedir desvio de seus recursos. No terceiro estudo (capítulo 4), 
aplicamos o modelo de armchair audit (desenvolvido no capítulo 3) em um estudo de caso em 
um município brasileiro. Usando esse modelo, coletamos mais de 130.000 lançamentos 
contábeis de um único município nos últimos cinco anos, dados sobre os acionistas dos 
credores do município e dados exógenos sobre filiação partidária, doações e fornecedores de 
campanhas a partidos políticos nas eleições locais. Em seguida, encontramos uma rede de mais 
de 240 entidades e indivíduos. Aqueles que fazem parte dessa rede receberam seus créditos 
25% mais rapidamente que os outros credores (usamos favoritismo no prazo de pagamento de 
contas a pagar como proxy para desvios de recursos). Os resultados mostram que a maioria das 
TPRs não foi negociada com isonomia. 
 
Palavras-chave: Auditoria Governamental; Administração Pública; Setor Público; 
Automação de Processos; Desvio de Recursos; Monitoramento; Partes Relacionadas; Armchair 
Audit; Surveillance; Sousveillance. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This dissertation comprehensively investigates the use of related party transactions (RPTs) for 
tunneling purposes in the public sector. Such a comprehensive investigation is developed 
through three independent but complementary research papers. The first study (presented in 
Chapter 2), analyzed the evolution of international accounting and auditing standards about the 
disclosure of RPTs. Under a sousveillance approach, we investigated how intensively the 
Brazilian supreme audit institution (SAI) audited RPTs during the 2008-2019 period. Based on 
a topic modeling, we investigate more than 59,000 decisions made by the SAI and found that 
it weakly monitors RPTs. By the way, RPTs are less monitored than nepotism and conflicts of 
interest, which are superficially monitored. Chapter 3 comprises the second study, where we 
propose a comprehensive concept of related parties. We combined the traditional concept of 
related parties (as defined by the international accounting and auditing standards) with the 
concept of politically connected firms; and using robotic process automation (RPA), we 
developed a model to capture and analyze data from open government portals. Any citizen 
could use such a model to armchair audit RPTs in the public sector. We also describe how that 
model could be adjusted by public organizations interested in enhancing its internal controls to 
prevent the tunneling of its resources. In the third study (Chapter 4), we apply the armchair 
audit model (developed in chapter 3) in a Brazilian municipality case study. Using such a 
model, we collected more than 130,000 journal entries from a single municipality over the last 
five years, data about the shareholders of the municipality creditors and exogenous data on 
political parties’ affiliation, donations, and campaign suppliers in the local elections. Then, we 
found a network of more than 240 entities and individuals. Those who are part of the network 
received their credits 25% days faster than the other creditors (we used favoritism in payment 
days outstanding as a proxy for tunneling). Results show that most of the RPTs were not 
negotiated at arm’s length. 
 
Keywords: Governmental Auditing; Public Management; Public Sector; Robotic Process 
Automation; Tunneling; Monitoring; Related Parties; Armchair Audit; Surveillance; 
Sousveillance. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 

Parties are related whether one controls the other, they are subject to common control, or 

one of them exercises significant influence over the other party. Related parties may be used 

for tunneling purposes, diverting resources from one party to another, despite the existing 

accounting standards. In the public sector, diverting resources through related party 

transactions (RPTs) is an act of corruption, causing harm to society.  

Corruption is a major issue for societies, and its global cost is estimated in at least 5% of 

the global GDP (UN, 2018). Developing countries are in the center of the problem. Corruption, 

bribery, theft and tax evasion, and other illicit financial flows cost to developing countries 

$1.26 trillion per year (WEF, 2019). Corruption erodes trust in governments and countries, and 

control bodies should monitor and mitigate corruption.  

Hence, surveillance, meaning "watching from above", is an essential mechanism to 

internalize control and discipline the use of RPTs to hinder their use for tunneling purposes. 

However, in Brazil, despite the existence of a supreme audit institution and 32 regional audit 

institutions, the perception of corruption is generalized, affecting the transparency balance 

between the private and the public sectors. Corruption Perception Index from Transparency 

International (2019) positions the country only at the 106th position among 180 countries. 

Therefore, citizens must engage in sousveillance, where citizens watch governing bodies from 

below (Mann, 2004), following an armchair audit approach (Cameron, 2010).  

 In the early 2000s, the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) 

strengthened government transparency and accountability. Countries started launching their 

transparency portals, and, in Brazil, the Transparency Act (Act 12527/2011) made it mandatory 

at the federal, state and municipal levels. 
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However, transparency portals with governmental open data seldom have user-friendly 

analytics, limiting their usage (Kozlowski, Issa, & Appelbaum, 2018). Therefore, artifacts with 

the use of robotic process automation (RPA) could be used to collect structured data from these 

portals that demand repetitive interactions. Because some portals have thousands of data, it is 

not feasible to collect them with human interactions. That allows citizens, in an armchair audit 

approach and governmental auditors performing their sousveillance and surveillance roles, to 

improve the quality of information they need to monitor government entities and prevent 

tunneling of public resources.  

Public resources are often accessed in advance by individuals and entities which are 

politically connected to governments. They are benefited from preferential corporate bailouts 

(Faccio, Masulis, & McConnell, 2006), access to credit (Dinç, 2005; Khwaja & Mian, 2005), 

subsidies (Johnson & Mitton, 2003) and access to a greater number of procurement contracts 

after elections’ periods (Goldman, Rocholl, & So, 2013). 

Therefore, this work examines related party transactions (RPTs) in the public sector and 

provides a model to improve governance, by extending the concept of related parties with the 

inclusion of politically connected entities’ and individuals’ surveillance. Despite the existence 

of many studies that analyze RPTs in the private sector, no study makes extensive research in 

the public sector, which highlights the theoretical contribution of this work, and the importance 

of the proposed model for practical implications. 

The second chapter of this dissertation1 presents the concept of related parties in literature 

and sheds light on surveillance/sousveillance roles in modern societies. It investigates the 

 
1 As permitted by FGV EBAPE’s MSc & PhD program regulations, chapter 2 of this dissertation was accepted 
for publication in the form of a scientific article of my coauthorship in the Journal of Public Budgeting, 
Accounting & Financial Management, and can be referred as follows: Cesário, G., Cardoso, R. L., & Aranha, R. 
S. 2020. The Surveillance of a Supreme Audit Institution on Related Party Transactions. Journal of Public 
Budgeting, Accounting & Financial Management. doi: 10.1108/JPBAFM-12-2019-0181. 
This article was written in British English by the journal’s editor request. Hence, some orthographic differences 
will be found between that chapter and the rest of this dissertation. 
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evolution of accounting and auditing standards for RPTs. Standards, projects, exposure drafts, 

and comment letters are analyzed, whereas the standards technical directors of each setting-

body were e-mailed with three questions to further search for information that was not available 

on the standard-setters website. 

Concerning IPSAS 20, the RPTs accounting standard for the public sector, this research 

found that no project was conducted to revise the standard since 2002 when it was issued as an 

adaptation from the RPTs accounting standard for the private sector (IAS 24). Concerning the 

latter, there were three revisions since 2001 when the International Accounting Standards 

Board (IASB) became responsible for issuing accounting standards for the private sector. 

However, in the 2007 and 2008 revisions, the standard exempted state-controlled enterprises 

(SCE) from disclosing their transactions with the controlling government and with other SCE 

under common control. 

In the auditing side, the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB), 

responsible for issuing ISA 550, took the same path, exempting SCEs from disclosing their 

transactions with the controlling government and with other SCEs under common control. 

Moreover, the International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions (INTOSAI), which 

should provide standards for better surveillance of the public sector, just reinforces ISA 550.  

The conclusions taken from this research are used to develop propositions to evaluate the 

surveillance emphasis on RPTs by the supreme audit institution in Brazil, which are applied 

using topic modeling based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). Python scripts were written 

to collect more than 59,000 decisions from the SAI website, to process and analyze the 

documents to look for RPTs decisions. After that, LDA was applied to assess the emphasis 

given by the SAI on RPTs matter. The same method was used for decisions concerning 

nepotism (a kind of related party – close family member of key management personnel, for 

example), and conflicts of interest's decisions.  
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Whereas the nepotism and conflicts of interest have specific legislation in Brazil, RPTs' 

accounting standard for the public sector, still, was not adopted in Brazil. Even though the SAI 

shows concern about the matter, asking information about RPTs in government entities' 

management report, this study shows that RPTs are weakly surveilled when compared to 

nepotism and conflicts of interest.  

The third chapter discusses the importance of using robotic process automation (RPAs) 

to collect data, either endogenous or exogenous to governmental entities for improving 

substantive audit procedures and audit evidence. Based on the conclusions taken from the 

second chapter, this chapter proposes an extended definition of politically connected firms and 

its incorporation to the analysis of RPTs for improving surveillance. A model for identifying 

related parties using this new definition is proposed and is tested in the next chapter, following 

a continuous auditing basis with RPAs. 

The fourth chapter discusses the issues caused by political systems where there is 

prominence of multipartisanship, and how this characteristic strengthens the ties between 

incumbents, campaign donors and suppliers, public servants, and affiliated to political parties, 

leading to favoritism in contracts. That is analyzed in a case study where the model presented 

in the third chapter is applied for auditing more than 130,000 journal entries of a municipality 

in comparison to exogenous data for discovering connections between incumbents, public 

servants, and creditors from that municipality. Based on the findings of this study, a 

comprehensive definition of related parties is proposed to complement the definition of related 

parties stated in accounting and auditing standards and to improve the surveillance of RPTs by 

supreme audit institutions and control bodies. 

In the conclusion part of this work, final remarks are made, and future research is 

presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 – THE SURVEILLANCE OF A SUPREME AUDIT INSTITUTION 
ON RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

 
Abstract 
This paper analyses how the supreme audit institution (SAI) monitors related party 

transactions (RPTs) in the Brazilian public sector. It considers definitions and disclosure 

policies of RPTs by international accounting and auditing standards and their evolution 

since 1980. Based on archival research on international standards and using an interpretive 

approach, we investigated definitions and disclosure policies. Using a topic model based on 

latent Dirichlet allocation, we performed a content analysis on over 59,000 SAI decisions 

to assess how the SAI monitors RPTs. The SAI investigates nepotism (a kind of RPT) and 

conflicts of interest up to eight times more frequently than related parties. Brazilian laws 

prevent nepotism and conflicts of interest, but not RPTs in general. Indeed, Brazilian public-

sector accounting standards have not converged towards IPSAS 20; and ISSAI 1550 does 

not adjust auditing procedures to suit the public sector. The SAI follows a legalistic auditing 

approach, indicating a need for regulation of related public-sector parties to improve 

surveillance. In addition to Brazil, other code law countries might face similar 

circumstances. 

Originality/value – Public-sector RPTs are an under-investigated field, calling for attention 

by academics and standard-setters. Text mining and latent Dirichlet allocation, while mature 

techniques, are underexplored in accounting and auditing studies. Additionally, the Python 

script created to analyse the audit reports is available at Mendeley Data and may be used to 

perform similar analyses with minor adaptations.  

Keywords: related parties; supreme audit institution; surveillance; standard setters; 

nepotism; conflicts of interest.  
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The definition of related party transactions (RPTs) varies among accounting and auditing 

standards, but all share the same underlying concept: 

[RPTs] arise when a company engages in transactions in which one of the parties has the ability to 
significantly influence the policies of the other. They may also occur when a non-transacting party 
has the ability to influence the policies of the two transacting parties. Competitive, free-market 
dealings may not exist in related-party transactions, and so an “arm’s-length” basis cannot be 
assumed. (Kieso, Weygandt, & Warfiel., 2019) 

 

RPTs are common in the ordinary course of business and public administration as rational 

responses to organisations’ demands that cannot be met via a third party, such as the transfer 

of information protected by intellectual property (Gordon, Henry & Palia, 2004). However, 

RPTs may cause material misstatement in financial reports ([International Standards on 

Auditing (ISA) 550 ¶ 2], IAASB 2018) through generating abnormal sales based on intra-group 

volume or price (Ming & Wong, 2003), and inflating profits and return on equity (Ming & 

Wong, 2010). Managers also use RPTs for tunnelling purposes (Moscariello, 2012) – i.e., 

transferring assets and profits to benefit those who control them (Johnson, La Porta, Lopez-de-

Silanes & Shleifer, 2000). 

Therefore, financial reports should provide sufficient information about the nature of 

related party relationships and their actual or potential effects on the entity’s performance and 

financial position. Whenever an entity fails to disclose related parties’ relationships according 

to a specific framework appropriately, the auditor is responsible for performing procedures to 

identify, assess, and respond to the risks of material misstatement ([ISA 550 ¶ 3], IAASB 

2018). 

Local research states that governmental audit institutions in Brazil perform ceremonial, 

legalistic, and superficial auditing (Lino, Carvalho, Aquino, & Azevedo, 2019), or exercise a 

pedagogical function (Willeman, 2017). Hence, the research aim of this paper is to analyse 

how the supreme audit institution (hereinafter “SAI”) monitors RPTs in the Brazilian public 
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sector. Additionally, the paper analyses the surveillance of conflicts of interest (COI) (in 

general) and nepotism (which entails favouring close members of one’s family). 

First, the paper investigates how international accounting and auditing standards that 

regulate RPTs have evolved since the 1980s, finding that such standards for the public sector 

were never improved. Due to the lack of research on governmental audits about RPTs in the 

public sector, the findings from the preliminary study are crucial to understanding the Brazilian 

context and formulating propositions regarding the surveillance of RPTs by the Brazilian SAI. 

A case study is conducted on SAI’s surveillance. The documental analysis comprises 

over 59,000 decisions issued by the SAI since 2008 until 2019. Due to the sample size, we 

applied a topic model using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), whose procedures are available 

at Mendeley Data2, and are replicable to other jurisdictions or different issues. 

Findings show that the SAI has investigated few cases of RPTs compared to nepotism 

and COI. Findings indicate an urgent need to adopt related parties’ standards for the Brazilian 

public sector and demonstrates that the SAI performs a legalistic auditing approach.  

Thus, monitoring systems must be improved to identify occurrences of RPTs outside 

arm’s length basis. This paper’s main contribution is to propose a monitoring method based on 

LDA to evaluate the surveillance of RPTs by governmental audit institutions. 

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 summarises the 

governmental entities in Brazil and how controlling bodies monitor them and puts international 

standards in perspective against the Brazilian context. Section 2.3 reviews the concept of 

surveillance and related party literature. Since RPTs are an under-investigated subject, section 

2.4 analyses the evolution of international accounting and auditing standards concerning 

 
2 Python scripts can be retrieved at http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/cpk5289byn.1 
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related parties. It also describes the methodological decisions made to analyse the standards, 

approach to interviewing standard-setters, and announces the formulated propositions 

investigated in the following section. Section 2.5 assesses the SAI’s emphasis on RPTs 

surveillance. Section 2.6 concludes. 

 

2.2 BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES AND CONTROL BODIES 
 

Governmental entities are subject to accounting standards issued by the Treasury 

Secretariat, which is the central body for the Federal Accounting System (Decree 184/2008; 

Decree 6976/2009). The Treasury defines the Accounting Handbook Applied to the Public 

Sector (MCASP), which is responsible for establishing a common-guidance instrument for the 

recognition and appropriation of governmental budgetary expenditures and revenues (Treasury 

Secretariat, 2018). 

Brazilian public-sector accounting principles focus on recording acts and facts regarding 

control of budgetary and financial execution (Treasury Secretariat, 2018) to provide 

accountability and stewardship – i.e. the care with which resources are managed (Brook, 2010). 

In 2008 the Ministry of Finance required the convergence of Brazilian public-sector accounting 

standards towards IPSAS. The Accountants Association then issued the Brazilian Public Sector 

Technical Accounting Standards (NBC TSP), explaining how governmental entities shall apply 

accrual accounting. The Treasury incorporated many IPSAS policies in MCASP but will not 

implement NBC TSP 22 (the translation of IPSAS 20) until 2021. Therefore, no governmental 

entity is required to disclose RPTs within its financial reports, except for nondependent 

government business enterprises that apply the International Financial Reporting Standards 

(IFRS).  

The SAI is an external controlling body of the federal government that assists Congress 

in monitoring the central government’s budgetary and financial execution. The SAI supervises 
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the accounting, financial, budgetary, and operational information and transactions from 

governmental entities regarding the legality, legitimacy, and economicity. 

The SAI judges the accounts of public managers and other persons responsible for public 

resources; audits public accounts by its initiative or at Congress’ request; monitors 

governmental entities’ accounts and resource transfers from the central to local governments; 

and investigates denouncements filed by citizens, political parties, associations, or trade unions 

about the misuse of federal resources (TCU, 2019). Every entity that relates to the federal 

government must present a management report to the SAI. This report is standardised and 

uploaded by each entity to a transparency information system, called e-Contas, where the SAI 

requests the disclosure of consolidated information about RPTs (TCU, 2018). Hence, although 

the Treasury has not yet adopted IPSAS 20, the SAI is concerned about matters therein. 

Nevertheless, no specific law demands information about RPTs or details on how they should 

be acknowledged by governmental entities, so interpretations vary. 

Despite the above gap, there is a law that forbids nepotism in the public sector: 

Within each governmental entity is forbidden to appoint, hire or designate relatives of the Ministers 
of state, relatives of the highest correspondent administrative authority or, yet, a family member of 
a holder of a commissioned position or leadership position. […] It is also forbidden to contract 
directly, without bidding, […] a family member holding a commissioned position or a trust function 
that acts in the area responsible for the demand or contracting, or a hierarchically superior authority 
within the scope of each body and each entity. (Decree 7203/2010, Art.3). 

 

Nepotism is a kind of RPT because those that cannot be appointed are “close members 

of the family” of the “key management personnel” of a governmental entity. Nevertheless, its 

scope is too narrow, since it only comprises close family members. 

The Conflicts of Interest Act (Act 12813/2013) regulates some RPTs since it inhibits COI 

between public-office incumbents (government ministers, governmental entities’ senior 

management, and advisors) and any public servant holding privileged information. Some 

conflicts noted in this law involve related parties; e.g., any activity that implies the provision 
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of services or the maintenance of a business relationship with an individual, or legal entity, that 

is interested in the decision of the public agent or organisation to which public servant works; 

consultancy, advocacy, advisory, or intermediary activities for private interests in any 

governmental entity; and acting for one’s own benefit or that of family members. Therefore, 

the SAI’s demands, and the set of laws, are the only statutory regulation of public-sector RPTs, 

although the term “related parties” is not used therein. Indeed, research shows that 

governmental auditing in Brazil is superficial (Lino et al., 2019). However, whether the SAI 

effectively monitors nepotism and COI prohibited by law, or RPTs, remains unclear. 

 

2.3 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.3.1 Surveillance 
 

The concept of “surveillance”, meaning to “watch from above” (Lexico, 2019), emerged 

in Western society during the 18th century when oversight mechanisms were implemented in 

various institutions. Under surveillance, people internalised control, morals, and values in a 

disciplinary society that Foucault (1995) suggests hinges on three primary means of control: 

hierarchical power, normative judgment, and tests and examination. 

Alongside Foucault, Bentham (1995) conceptualises surveillance as an architectural 

theory based on either the design of one prison or the discipline of that prison, as a metaphor 

for institutions and society. Everett & Rahaman (2006) frame control societies as one of three 

solutions for fighting corruption by improving the institutional system. Conversely, they frame 

the exit solution, based on higher market competitiveness and discretion to overcome the need 

for great accountability, and the voice solution, based on the active participation of civil 

society. 

Instrumentalising governments demand technology to build control societies linked to 

networked systems where bureaucracy and technology cooperate (Galič, Timan, & Koops, 
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2017). Hence, bureaucracy and technology may be central to controls implemented by audit 

institutions over RPTs by improving surveillance artefacts.  

Societies may also apply technology to monitor audit institutions’ performance to 

analyse whether the bureaucracy is working appropriately and behaving on citizens’ interests 

(Aikins, 2012), which comprises sousveillance (Mann, 2004), a mode of monitoring wherein 

citizens watch governing bodies from below, following an “armchair audit” approach 

(Cameron, 2010). Governing should be decentralised from the state to communities, which 

assume responsibility and pressure political institutions to deliver welfare (Miller & Rose, 

1990). 

Thus, SAI should move from almost invisible technocratic organisations to more 

purposeful roles, participating in policy definition rather than simply application (Power, 

2009). Hence, SAI should align with regulators to propose policies for improving surveillance. 

In some countries (e.g., the UK), the number of state audit bodies has increased markedly 

of late, and such “audit explosions” have led to a society engaged in constant checking and 

verification (Power, 1997), although policy-makers have focused on issuing recommendations 

rather than requirements (Giroux & Pendlebury, 2002). 

 Moreover, the driving forces of capitalism and globalisation are changing societies, 

while institutions are becoming corporations (Deleuze, 1992). Such driving forces demand 

standards that normalise surveillance. However, corporations, preparers, and auditing firms 

influence standards, which give their opinions to exposure drafts (EDs) based on their interests 

and contribute to the institutionalisation of surveillance organisations. In the next section, we 

investigate such an influence on the evolution of RPTs’ accounting and auditing standards. 

Although related parties are frequently used for inflating profits, return on equity, 

earnings management (Ming & Wong, 2003; 2010), and for tunneling (Moscariello, 2012), 
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RPTs are not necessarily fraudulent. Under the supervision of a well-designed corporate 

governance mechanism, their impact on corporate value can be lessened (Chen & Chien, 2011). 

RPTs are an important competitive factor in developing countries with poor 

infrastructure and poor-quality suppliers (Fisman & Khanna, 2004). Nonetheless, as RPTs can 

alter the reliability of financial statements, they reduce the effectiveness of contracts designed 

to reduce agency conflicts (Kohlbeck & Mayhew, 2004), and their frequent use reduces 

accounting information comparability (Lee, Kang, Lee, & Park, 2016). Additionally, RPTs 

may exclusively serve the interests of major shareholders or managers, negatively impacting 

controlled companies' operating results (Chen, Chen, & Chen, 2009) and expropriating wealth 

from minority shareholders (Berkman, Cole, & Fu, 2009; Cheung, Rau, & Stouraitis, 2006). 

Studies have shown that in highly concentrated ownership structures—such as state-

controlled enterprises (SCEs) or government business enterprises (GBEs)—the controller can 

conduct tunneling through related parties by diverting cash flow or transferring long-term 

assets at less than market value (Aharony, Wang, & Yuan, 2010; Cheung, Rau, & Stouraitis, 

2006; Friedman, Johnson, & Mitton, 2003; Ming & Wong, 2003). 

While there is research concerning the private sector, the focus is narrower in the public 

sector. Few studies have considered RPTs in SCEs, claiming that they lead to overinvestment 

(Su, Fung, & Yau, 2013) and high risks when used for achieving policy objectives, such as 

keeping inflation low by controlling SCEs' prices, to the detriment of regulation or taxation 

(Milhaupt & Pargendler, 2018). Hence, SCEs' executives demand higher-quality internal 

controls to improve transparency and corporate governance (Tong, Wang, & Xu, 2014). 

However, RPTs impact the public sector and should thus be studied beyond SCEs. 

Concealing RPTs in government entities may aim to obscure incumbents' transactions, to the 

detriment of taxpayers (Vilela, 2012). Furthermore, RPTs may influence entities' operations, 

generate agreements at non–arm's length terms and conditions, and expose the entity to risks, 
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advantaging one party over another ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 19], IPSASB, 2018); hence, non–arm's length 

RPTs impair market competition. Moreover, due to the decreased attention from creditors and 

investors on government entities, financial statement fraud detection tends to be lower in the 

public than in the private sector (Stalebrink & Sacco, 2007), necessitating improved 

surveillance from audit institutions and control bodies. 

 

2.3.2 RPTs 
 

The literature on RPTs comprises studies that investigate the search for efficiency in 

organisations and those investigating COI involving RPTs that bring losses to organisations 

and shareholders (Corlaciu & Tudor, 2011). 

The coordination of transactions through organisations rather than markets is a way to 

offset market exchange’s high costs in the context of imperfect information (Coase, 1937). 

Hence, the use of RPTs enhances organisational and subsidiary competitiveness, which would 

not be possible with a third party (Gordon et al., 2004). However, RPTs may create COI 

between related parties, and among them and noncontrolling shareholders and other 

stakeholders (Cheung et al., 2006; Berkman, Cole, & Fu, 2009). For example, related parties 

may generate abnormal sales through adjusting the intra-group volume or price (Ming & Wong, 

2003), inflate profits and return on equity (Ming & Wong, 2010), or window-dress financial 

reports before initial public offerings (Aharony, Wang, & Yuan, 2010). 

Following cases like Enron and Parmalat, which involved using related parties to transfer 

company resources to controllers, tunnelling became another critical research focus. Studies 

show that in highly concentrated ownership structures – such as in a state-controlled enterprise 

(SCE) – controllers can conduct transactions with related parties to divert cash flows or transfer 

long-term assets at less than market value (Moscariello, 2012). Such transactions reduce 

dividends payment, possibly resulting in the expropriation of minority shareholders (Cheung 

et al., 2006). Indeed, RPTs potentially allow insiders to expropriate shareholders via self-
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dealing, including family members (Ryngaert & Thomas, 2012). Moreover, politically 

connected entities that engage in rent-seeking are less likely to appoint Big Four auditors 

because management intends to obfuscate related party tunnelling activities (Habib, 

Muhammadi, & Jiang, 2017). 

The few studies on public-sector RPTs focus on SCE only. Su, Fung, & Yau (2013) 

observe that SCE controlled by the Chinese government generally have greater overinvestment 

versus non-SCE. Milhaupt & Pargendler (2018) show that SCE is used for the controlling 

government achieving policy objectives, such as keeping inflation low by controlling SCE’s 

prices, to the detriment of regulation or taxation. Tong, Wang, & Xu (2014) survey executives 

from Chinese SCE, showing that higher-quality internal controls reduce unfair RPTs, 

increasing corporate value. 

The knowledge gap regarding governmental use of RPTs raises several questions: Do 

public-sector entities use related parties to achieve efficiency or tunnelling? How have 

accounting and auditing standards developed, been applied, and avoided tunnelling or other 

COI? How effectively have audit institutions monitored public-sector RPTs? 

Therefore, this paper discusses the surveillance importance for society and investigates 

the evolution of RPTs accounting and auditing standards, and the SAI’s emphasis on 

surveillance of RPTs performed within the Brazilian central government. 

Regarding the investigation of standards evolution, diverse literature analyses the 

participation of preparers, auditors, regulators, and other constituents in the accounting and 

auditing standard-setting process (e.g., Hansen, 2011; Jorissen, Lybaert, Orens, & Van der Tas, 

2012; De Matos, Santos, Rodrigues, & De Oliveira Leite, 2018). Durocher, Fortin, & Côté, 

(2007) divide such literature into three groups: the “positive accounting theory group” 

encompasses preparers’ economic motivations and how these affect their lobbying attitude 

toward standards (Hill, Shelton, & Stevens, 2002); the “economic theory of democracy group” 
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argues that participation is costly, and only those perceiving a high probability of success 

participate (Sutton, 1984); finally, the coalition and influence group claims that individuals do 

not contribute to accounting standards as free-riders, but engage in collective actions when 

consensus exists between interest groups (McKee, Williams, & Frazier, 1991). Indeed, Walker 

& Robinson (1994) study inter-organisational conflicts among government, regulators, 

professional bodies, and practitioners, showing how interest groups disputed regulatory 

arrangements to secure favoured outcomes during the introduction of such transactions’ 

disclosure requirements in Australia. 

 

2.4. ANALYSIS OF ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING STANDARDS ON RPTs 
 

The research discussed in this section supports the idea that although participation by 

diverse entities is critical to improve standards, outcomes do not always serve society’s 

interests. Instead, their influence helps to explain why RPTs lack attention in the public sector, 

which may contribute to the institutionalisation of surveillance organisations. 

 

2.4.1 Methods 
 

When discussing related parties, four standards are central: International Accounting 

Standard (IAS) 24 (private sector accounting standard), IPSAS 20 (public sector accounting 

standard), ISA 550 (auditing standard), and ISSAI 1550 (governmental auditing standard). 

A content analysis was performed of standard versions, projects, EDs, and comment 

letters based on Bardin’s (2011) method, which comprises content organisation, codification, 

categorisation, and results’ treatment, inference, and interpretation. 

For content organisation, we conducted archival research using standard-setters’ 

websites and considering standard versions, projects, EDs, and comment letters. Then, the 
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authors e-mailed the technical directors of each standard-setting body three questions3 to 

further search for projects, discussions, and comment letters regarding EDs that were not 

available on the standard-setters’ website. 

Standard versions were read and compared. The main objective regarding standards for 

the public sector (IPSAS 20 and ISSAI 1550) was to verify their evolution since issuance, while 

for the private sector (IAS 24 and ISA 550), the aim was to understand how standards had 

evolved their surveillance of RPTs with SCE. Hence, EDs were also analysed to create a basis 

for codifying and categorising the comment letters. 

The comment letters’ codification comprised identifying the relevant part to be analysed: 

question(s) that inquired about related parties. In the third part of the content analysis, 

categorisation, two researchers read each comment letter and classified their positioning on a 

Likert scale from 1 (“Totally disagree”) to 5 (“Totally agree”). The ratings were then compared, 

and differences discussed and reclassified until an agreement was reached. 

This content analysis was conducted for the IAS 24 only (since standard-setters have 

never issued EDs for revising the public-sector RPTs standard). IAS 24 had three EDs with 

questions or amendments about the public sector. The comment letter classification for the first 

ED was identical for both researchers. For the second and third EDs, over 80% of the 

classification matched; differing classifications were discussed and reclassified. The results are 

presented below. 

 

2.4.2 Analysis 
 

The International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) issued IAS 24 in July 1984. 

Therein, parties were considered to be related “if one party has the ability to control the other 

 
3 (i) On the standard-setter’s website, there are (no) documents concerning standard revision projects. Are there 
any projects not available on the website that could be shared? (ii) On the standard-setter’s website, there are (no) 
documents concerning EDs [number and title of each ED]. Are there any additional EDs not available on the 
website that could be shared? (iii) Comment letters for ED [number and title of each ED] are not available on the 
standard-setter’s website. Would you please share these with us? 
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party or exercise significant influence over the other party in making financial and operating 

decisions”, and RPTs were defined as “a transfer of resources or obligations between related 

parties, regardless of whether a price is charged” ([IAS 24 ¶ 4], IASC, 1984). The only mention 

of the public sector was via an exemption: SCE are not required to disclose transactions 

performed with other SCE. Such exemption recurs in subsequent versions. 

In April 2001, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) became responsible 

for issuing accounting standards for the private sector (IASB, 2019a). In May 2002, the IASB 

issued an ED to revise 12 standards issued by its predecessor, IASC, including IAS 24. Therein, 

IASB highlighted two central questions concerning related parties and,  additionally, the IASB 

suggested removing paragraph 4(d) from IAS 24, which stated that no disclosure was required 

“in financial statements of SCE of transactions with other SCE” ([ED 2002, IAS 24], IASB, 

2002). 

The IASB received 159 comment letters regarding the ED. Among them, 88 were about 

IAS 24, but only 11 commented on paragraph 4(d), as shown in Table 2.1. 

 

TABLE 2.1: ED 2002, IAS 24 – Comment letters on the removal of paragraph 4(d) 
 

 

 

 

 

Seven letters agreed on removing the paragraph, thus supporting the disclosure of 

transactions between state-controlled enterprises. While those that agreed did not explain their 

reasons; those that partially agreed requested “some separate guidance regarding the 

application of the related party concept to the public sector” (Ernst & Young, UK) or believed 

Organisation Type
Letters 

Submited
No comment on 
paragraph 4 (d)

Totally 
Disagreed

Disagreed with 
reservations

Neither Agreed, 
Nor Disagreed

Agreed with 
reservations Totally Agreed

Preparers 28 26 1 - - - 1
Auditing Firms 6 3 - - - 2 1
Regulators 4 3 - - - 1 -
Standard Setters 13 12 1 - - - -
Academics 2 2 - - - - -
Analysts - - - - - - -
Professional Associations 35 31 2 - - - 2
Total 88 77 4 - - 3 4
Note: Comment letters classified based on their positioning to the proposition “to remove paragraph 4(d), which exempted financial statements of state-
controlled enterprises from disclosing transactions with other state-controlled enterprises.” (ED 2002, IAS 24: page 213). 
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that it would still be “appropriate in certain circumstances to permit a higher level of 

aggregation” (PricewaterhouseCoopers, UK). 

Notably, six auditing firms submitted letters on the 2002 ED, with half agreeing on 

paragraph 4(d)’s removal; this indicates their concern about the transparency of SCE’s 

disclosures. 

The four organisations that disagreed with removing paragraph 4(d) were worried about 

increasing workloads in countries with many SCE: “in China, most enterprises are state-

controlled, and if all the transactions between them are required to be disclosed, that will be 

too [great a] burden on them” (China Accounting Standards Committee). 

In 2004 a new version of IAS 24 was issued, without paragraph 4(d). Thereafter, the 

standard stated, RPTs between SCE were to be disclosed ([IAS 24], IASB, 2004). As 77 of the 

comment letters on ED 2002 did not mention the paragraph’s removal, it seems it was a minor 

concern. However, this changed some years later. 

In February 2007, the IASB issued an ED proposing to reintroduce the exemption 

concerning entities that were controlled or significantly influenced by a state concerning 

transactions with other entities controlled or significantly influenced by that state. In the ED, 

the proposal preserved the disclosure only when the reporting entity influenced, or was 

influenced by, that entity ([ED 2007, IAS 24], IASB, 2007).  

The IASB received 71 comment letters in response to the 2007 ED (IASB, 2019b) and, 

except for four that did not take a position on the matter, all agreed with reintroducing the 

exemption (Table 2.2).  

For the 2007 ED, as well as the subsequent one, there was no discernible organisation 

type concerned with greater transparency for SCE. The majority were more concerned about 

the workload and burden for preparers and auditors. The International Public Sector 

Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB) claimed that the ED proposal was a “good response to 
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concerns raised by constituents about the burdensome disclosure requirements for such 

entities”. 

 

TABLE 2.2: ED 2007, IAS 24 - Comment letters on the proposal to exempt disclosure 

 

 
In December 2008, the IASB issued another ED, reinforcing that from 2007, exempting 

disclosures of transactions between SCEs regardless of existing influence in such relationships 

([ED 2008, IAS 24], IASB, 2008). The IASB received 74 comment letters in response (IASB 

2019c). Again, the majority supported the exemption. Only two did not take any position, and 

eight disagreed with it (Table 2.3). Those that agreed reinforced the previous ED’s positioning, 

e.g., “it may be difficult to assess whether actual influence exists, particularly when there is a 

large number of SCE” (ASB Canada).  

Some that agreed with reservations were concerned about the extension of the exemption 

and those that disagreed claimed the exemption would reduce transparency in disclosures: “The 

Draft proposes a further weakening of the earlier proposal […] We question why a SCE should 

be subject to different reporting requirements to one that is not state-controlled” (Sloan 

Program Master’s Students, Stanford).  

 

 

 

 

Organisation Type
Letters 

Submited
No comment on 

question 1(a)
Totally 

Disagreed
Disagreed with 

reservations
Neither Agreed, 
Nor Disagreed

Agreed with 
reservations Totally Agreed

Preparers 23 1 - - 1 8 13
Auditing Firms 7 - - - - 7 -
Regulators 4 - - - - - 4
Standard Setters 15 1 - - - 12 2
Academics - - - - - - -
Analysts 2 - - - - 2 -
Professional Associations 20 - - - 1 14 5
Total 71 2 - - 2 43 24
Note: Comment letters classified based on their positioning to question 1(a): “Do you agree with the proposal to provide, in the circumstances described 
in this exposure draft, an exemption for entities controlled or significantly influenced by the state? If not, why? What would you propose instead and 
why?” (ED 2007, IAS 24: page 5).
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TABLE 2.3: ED 2008, IAS 24 – Comment letters on the proposal to exempt disclosure 

 
 

Hence, in the revised IAS 24 issued in November 2009, paragraph 25 reads as follows: 

A reporting entity is exempt from the disclosure requirements of paragraph 18 in relation to related 
party transactions and outstanding balances, including commitments, with: (a) a government that 
has control, joint control or significant influence over the reporting entity; and (b) another entity 
that is a related party because the same government has control, joint control or significant influence 
over both the reporting entity and the other entity. ([IAS 24 ¶ 25], IASB, 2009). 
 

Whenever an entity follows this exemption it is recommended to disclose the nature of 

its relationship with the government and the nature and amount of each individually significant 

transaction, or collective transactions ([IAS 24 ¶ 26], IASB, 2009). 

The 2009 version of IAS 24, which remains effective, exempts SCE from disclosing their 

transactions with the controlling government and with other SCE under common control. 

Hence, it extends the exemption from the original IAS 24, and reduces SCE transparency. 

Despite regulatory efforts, IAS 24 amendments and revisions cannot be classified as evolution, 

though the IASB submitted the exemption to public scrutiny on recurrent public consultations. 

ISA 550, issued by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB), 

indicates concern about the opportunistic use of related parties and the greater inherent 

limitations to the auditor’s ability to detect material misstatements concerning related parties, 

and that it may present a greater opportunity for collusion, concealment, or manipulation by 

management. ([ISA 550 ¶ 6], IAASB, 2018) 

Organisation Type
Letters 

Submited
No comment on 

question 1
Totally 

Disagreed
Disagreed with 

reservations
Neither Agreed, 
Nor Disagreed

Agreed with 
reservations Totally Agreed

Preparers 18 1 - - - 9 8
Auditing Firms 10 - - - - 5 5
Regulators 7 - - - - 4 3
Standard Setters 18 1 2 1 - 9 5
Academics 2 - 1 - - 1 -
Analysts 1 - - - - 1 -
Professional Associations 18 - 3 1 - 11 3
Total 74 2 6 2 - 40 24
Note: Comment letters classified based on their positioning to question 1: “This exposure draft proposes an exemption from disclosures in IAS 24 for 
entities controlled, jointly controlled or significantly influence by the state in specific circumstances. Do you agree with the proposed exemption, and 
with the disclosures that entities must provide when the exemption applies? Why or why not? If not, what would you propose instead and why” (ED 
2008, IAS 24: page 5).
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In 2004, the IAASB started a comprehensive program to enhance the clarity of its ISAs. 

This included revision of ISA 550, starting in December 2005 and revised and submitted it for 

re-exposure in 2007. The IAASB issued the ISA 550 final version in March 2008 (IAASB, 

2019). During the project, several respondents suggested that ISA 550 should be aligned with 

that proposed in IAS 24, also exempting RPTs between SCE for disclosure requirements ([ISA 

550 BC ¶ 25], IAASB, 2008). 

IAASB agreed with respondents claiming that, in some jurisdictions, entities may be 

under common control of the state merely by the dominant role the state plays in the local 

economy, without the entities having any significant business relationships with one another 

([ISA 550 BC ¶ 26], IAASB, 2008). Hence, IAASB also set a disclosure exemption for state-

controlled enterprises: 

However, entities that are under common control by a state […] are not considered related parties 
unless they engage in significant transactions or share resources to a significant extent with one 
another. ([ISA 550 ¶ 10(c)], IAASB, 2018) 
 

As neither IAS 24 nor ISA 550 scrutinise public-sector RPTs, one would expect that 

IPSAS 20 and International Standards of SAIs (ISSAI 1550, INTOSAI, 2018), which are, 

respectively, the related party accounting and auditing standards for the public sector, do. 

However, whereas ISSAI 1550 only confirmed ISA 550’s guidelines and applicability, IPSAS 

20 was never submitted to public consultation (IPSASB, 2019), which could have improved 

the standards for monitoring public-sector RPTs. 

The IPSASB issued IPSAS 20 in October 2002 as an adaptation of IAS 24. The standard 

recognises the existence of RPTs throughout the public sector, because administrative units are 

subject to the overall direction of the executive government and parliament, and operate 

together to achieve governmental policies; governmental departments and agencies act through 

entities over which they have significant influence; and ministers, and other elected and 
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appointed government members can exert significant influence over a department or agency’s 

operations ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 18], IPSASB, 2018). 

Thus, RPTs might expose governmental entities to risks and agreements with terms and 

conditions that would be unavailable to unrelated parties, providing the opportunity to 

advantage one party at another’s expense ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 19], IPSASB, 2018). 

Similarly to IAS 24, IPSAS 20 defines related parties based on whether one controls or 

significantly influences the other ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 4], IPSASB, 2018), and significant influence 

may be exercised in several ways, including by key management personnel and close family 

members ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 6], IPSASB, 2018). 

 

2.4.3 Preliminary conclusions and propositions 
 

IPSAS 20 is broader than IAS 24 when defining an individual’s close family members. 

IPSAS 20 extends IAS 24’s spouses, children, and dependents ([IAS 24 ¶ 9], IASB, 2009) to 

“(b) a grandparent, parent, nondependent child, grandchild, brother or sister; and (c) the spouse 

or domestic partner of a child, a parent-in-law, a brother-in-law or a sister-in-law” ([IPSAS 20 

¶ 5], IPSASB, 2018). 

 Notably, IPSAS 20 also extends IAS 24 by stipulating the disclosure of RPTs where 

control exists, irrespective of whether the related parties have undertaken transactions ([IPSAS 

20 ¶ 25], IPSASB, 2018). Moreover, unlike IAS 24 (both the 1984 and the 2009 versions), 

IPSAS 20 does not allow any disclosure exemption. 

However, since IPSAS 20 was issued in 2002, it has not been revised. More recently, 

when IPSASB opened for consultation its strategy and work plan for 2019–2023, a project to 

reflect the 2009 revisions in IAS 24 was not proposed because its structure and substance were 

considered to differ significantly from IPSAS 20. 4 

 
4 Information was given by the IPSASB technical director in response to an e-mail request by the researchers for 
further IPSAS 20 projects and discussions. 
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Therefore, although there are international accounting and auditing standards dedicated 

to public-sector RPTs, they do not consider updates or adaptations to improve monitoring of 

RPTs, nor different opinions, leaving gaps for the opportunistic use of related parties. 

The in-depth analyses of the comment letters involving the exemption of RPTs disclosure 

with a government or with SCE indicate that the outcomes from standards’ review due process 

do not always serve society’s interests. Instead, most organisations that commented on the 

exposure drafts were worried about the burden of extra workload and costs, not about the 

quality of information disclosed. Hence, these preliminary results reinforce previous evidence 

that interest groups disputed regulatory arrangements to secure favoured outcomes (Walker & 

Robinson, 1994). Moreover, constituents’ participation in standards’ review due process is 

driven by economic motivations that shape their lobbying attitude toward standards (Hill et al., 

2002). 

Considering all the above and especially that: governmental entities in Brazil (except 

nondependent SCE) might comply with the Treasury’s MCASP, which has gradually 

converged towards IPSAS, but not yet IPSAS 20; Brazilian governmental entities (except 

nondependent SCE) are not audited by auditing firms, but by governmental auditing bodies 

(such as the SAI), that adopt ISSAI 1550, which reinforces the applicability of ISA 550 that, 

in turn, was developed for the private sector; the Brazilian government has approved laws 

prohibiting nepotism and COI but not regulating general RPTs; and Brazilian governmental 

auditing institutions perform ceremonial, legalistic, and superficial auditing (Lino et al., 2019), 

we developed three propositions: 

Proposition 1 (P1) – The SAI weakly monitors RPTs.  

Proposition 2 (P2) – The SAI monitors nepotism more intensively than it does RPTs.  

Proposition 3 (P3) – The SAI monitors COI more intensively than it does RPTs.  
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2.5 ‘MONITORING FROM BELOW’ RTPs SURVEILLANCE BY THE SAI 
 
 

2.5.1 Methods 
 

To test propositions P1, P2, and P3, a case study was conducted on the SAI. All audit 

decisions issued in 2008–2019 and available on the institution’s website were analysed. A case 

study was deemed appropriate due to the contemporaneity of the problem, the absence of 

controls, and the type of research question (Yin, 2018). 

Analysis of the SAI’s emphasis on monitoring RPTs is based on topic modelling, which 

is a statistical approach involving the mining of hidden semantic structures in text, enabling 

classification, summarisation, similarity, and relevance judgments (Blei, Ng, & Jordan., 2003). 

Based on latent semantic indexing, Hofman (2001) proposed a probabilistic latent 

semantic analysis (PLSA) as a genuine topic model, followed by Blei et al. (2003), who 

proposed LDA as an extension of PLSA and a complete probabilistic generative model. A 

growing number of probabilistic models for several applications use LDA, including semantic 

analysis (Fu et al., 2014), speech recognition (Chueh & Chien, 2009), and clustering images 

(Elango & Jayaraman, 2005). Hence, LDA is appropriate for identifying specific topics in 

documents and analysing their relevance to the discussed subject, as in this paper. 

 

2.5.2 Sampling 
 

To evaluate the SAI’s emphasis on related parties, we implemented an LDA model on 

the SAI’s decisions database since 2008, when the entity started requesting information about 

RPTs in management reports (TCU, 2008)5. We performed the following steps to gather from 

the SAI website all decisions with potential content on related parties: 

• Writing a Python script to visit the SAI website, web crawl, parse pertinent 
documents to identify content about related parties, download the 
documents, and convert .doc to .docx. 

 
5 The SAI started asking RPTs information for some SCE in 2008 and extended this request to all governmental 
entities with the e-Contas launch in 2015. 
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• Writing a script to import the files to Python readable documents. With the 
database ready, data were cleaned, and then analytical processing began. 

• Data were pre-processed to remove unnecessary elements, such as 
punctuation and stop words (e.g., “the”, “a”, “but”, “how”) from the 
database to ensure it contained clean data only. 

 

We performed the following steps to pre-process data: 

• Text was tokenised by splitting it into sentences and then words. 

• Lower-cased words. 

• Removal of punctuation and stop words. 

• For each document, a “bag of words” was created that reported how many 
words there were, and their frequency. 

• The terms “related party/parties” were searched for within the pre-
processed and cleaned database. Search and count functions were 
implemented to filter documents with these terms. 

• Tokenisation, vectorisation, and the LDA model were applied. 
Tokenisation and vectorisation are essential for identifying topics in natural 
language processing to vectorise words/sentences, apply cosine distance, 
check for similarities, and use LDA to assess each group of words naturally 
found together. Hence, a topic was formed, and it was determined whether 
“related party” was mentioned in passing or discussed in depth. 

• Topics were grouped and interpreted. 

Hence, using data from the SAI website from January 1, 2008 to August 12, 2019 (when 

analysis began), 59,543 decisions were analysed using the Python script (available at Mendeley 

Data); 92 decisions mentioned related parties, forming the final sample. 

 

2.5.3 Results 
 

The LDA method was applied to the 92 decisions to verify the presence of topics by 

calculating a normalised correlation matrix (Pearson correlation) among all terms found. 

Figure 2.1 shows five topics, with highly correlated words shown in dark blue. The topic at 

the top left, for example, formed by the words “national”, “ministry”, “management”, 
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“surveillance”, “control”, “civil”, “administration” and “aviation”6, all strongly correlated with 

each other. The other four topics also showed a strong correlation, but with different words. 

However, the term “related parties” does not appear in the five topics, suggesting that, 

for most decisions, SAI did not discuss related parties in depth. 

 

FIGURE 2.1: Cluster map from audit decisions containing the term “related parties” 

 

 

The same analysis was then conducted, considering only paragraphs of each decision 

where the term “related parties” was present. The new analysis, depicted in Figure 2.2, reveals 

no apparent pattern, unlike the previous one. The term “related parties” is only strongly 

correlated (dark blue) with the word “analysis”. Other words are correlated with “related 

 
6 Words found in the topics were translated into English for the manuscript and figures. 
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parties” but do not form a single topic: “infraero” (an SCE responsible for managing most 

Brazilian airports)7, “terms”, “constructions”, “market”, “shareholders” and “conditions”. 

Findings indicate that related parties are mentioned only in passing in many SAI decisions. 

 

FIGURE 2.2: Cluster map of audit decisions containing the term “related parties”, 
organized by paragraph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides correlations, LDA models can be analysed using an intertopic distance map with 

the 30 most salient terms (Figure 2.3). Each circle represents a topic, and its size represents 

 
7 In the decision 1865/2016, concerning “Infraero”, the SAI detailed related parties, which explains the high 
correlation with this word.  
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the topic’s importance based on the percentage of tokens contained within it. In this analysis, 

topic 1 represents 32.8% of the topics, and topic 2 represents 27.5%.  

 Regarding the overall frequency of terms in the decision paragraphs where “related 

parties” appear, the more salient terms are “hiring”, “no”, “analysis”, “infraero”, “market”, 

“shareholders”, “conditions”, “terms”, and “concessionaires”. Among these, none are 

synonymous with “government” or “politicians”, indicating that the SAI does not monitor 

RPTs involving incumbents and politicians.  

 

FIGURE 2.3: Intertopic distance map of audit decisions containing the term “related 
parties”, organized by paragraph 

 
 

 

 

Notably, RPTs in public-sector contracts may arise as government members can exert 

significant influence over the operations of a department or agency ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 18], IPSASB, 

2018). Besides, political systems based on multiparty presidentialism, as in Brazil, tend to 
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reduce the efficiency of the executive-legislative relationship, necessitating coalition, and 

leading to favouritism (Mainwaring, 1993). 

From Figure 2.3, it seems unlikely that RPTs are rare in governmental entities. However, 

despite being aware of related parties, the matter was monitored in only 92 decisions among 

59,543 since 2008 (i.e., 0.15% of cases). When monitored, decisions were based on the 

comparison of contracted terms and conditions to “market terms and conditions.” Hence, it was 

weakly monitored, confirming P1. 

Indeed, if the applicable financial reporting framework does not establish related party 

requirements, it significantly limits the auditor’s ability to detect material misstatements 

concerning related parties ([ISA 550 ¶ 6], IAASB, 2018). Hence, the absence of related party 

regulation in the MCASP may explain the lack of surveillance. 

 

2.5.4 Further analysis: nepotism 
 

Following the same research method, based on topic modelling and considering the 

2008–2019 SAI database, this paper also investigates SAI decisions about nepotism. The script 

found 336 decisions with nepotism content, indicating that the SAI is more aware of this matter 

than of RPTs in general. 

LDA was applied to the 336 decisions to assess the existence of topics containing 

nepotism. Figure 2.4 shows five topics with highly correlated words (in dark blue). One of 

these topics has some correlated words that are related to nepotism, such as “servants”, 

“principles”, “irregularities”, “positions” and “hiring”. However, the word “nepotism” does 

not appear among them and in any of the other topics, suggesting that SAI does not discuss it 

in-depth, as with related parties. 
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FIGURE 2.4: Cluster map of audit decisions containing the term “nepotism” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considering only paragraphs of each decision where the word “nepotism” appears more 

clearly reveals topic patterns. One relates to “nepotism” with a high correlation with the words 

“practice”, “no”, “principles”, “morality”, and “constitutional”, as shown in Figure 2.5. 
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FIGURE 2.5: Cluster map of audit decisions containing the term “nepotism”, organized 
by paragraph 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6 shows that topics 1 and 2 share common words. It also shows terms related 

to nepotism, such as “hiring”, “kinship”, and “appointment”, indicating that the SAI pays closer 

attention to nepotism than to related parties in general, confirming P2. A possible explanation 

for this closer attention is that, whereas RPTs has no regulation in the Brazilian public sector, 

there is a specific law forbidding nepotism (Decree 7203/2010). 
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FIGURE 2.6: Intertopic distance map of audit decisions containing the term 
“nepotism”, organized by paragraph 

 

 

 

 

2.5.5 Further analysis: COI 
 

The 2013 Conflicts of Interest Act (Act 12813/2013) inhibits incumbents’ activities that 

could be classified as involving related parties. Hence, the same script was applied to identify 

“conflict[s] of interest” within the period. It found 806 decisions concerning COI, indicating 

that the SAI is again more aware of this matter than of RPTs in general. 

The LDA method was then applied to the 806 decisions. Figure 2.7 shows five topics 

with highly correlated words (in dark blue), but again “conflicts of interest” are absent, 

suggesting that SAI does not monitor COI in-depth. 
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FIGURE 2.7: Cluster map of audit decisions containing the term “conflicts of interest” 

 

 

 

However, when only paragraphs containing the term “conflicts of interest” were 

considered, a pattern can be noted for four topics; one is related to COI with a high correlation 

with the words “principles”, “public”, “administration”, “power”, “decision”, “hiring”,  “law” 

and “case”, which relate to COI. Moreover, Figure 2.8 also shows that COI correlates with 

words including “accounts”, “land hold”, and “resources”, demonstrating closer attention to 

COI. 
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FIGURE 2.8: Cluster map of audit decisions containing the term “conflicts of interest”, 
organized by paragraph 

 

 

Figure 2.9 shows that “conflicts of interest” had a higher overall frequency (above 200) 

than the other terms, confirming that the SAI pays closer attention to COI than to related parties 

in general, confirming P3. That reinforces the need for a regulation for RPTs in the Brazilian 

public sector. Without any regulation, RPT surveillance will still be marginally monitored by 

the SAI. 
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FIGURE 2.9: Intertopic distance map of audit decisions containing the term “conflicts 
of interest”, organized by paragraph 

  

 

 

2.5.6 Reliability of Python script 
 

To verify the reliability of the Python script, all 92 audit decisions containing the term 

“related party” were read. Only 43 investigated related parties in governmental entities, which 

confirms findings shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2: Many SAI decisions only briefly mentioned 

related parties.  

Additionally, no decision involved incumbents or politicians; this confirms the 

conclusion taken from Figure 2.3 that suspecting about favouritism and political collusion is 

not what drives SAI to investigate RPTs. 

Finally, the decisions were based more on establishing recommendations than on 

determining punishments, even in the few detailed investigations. Decision 1865/2016 

investigated transactions involving five important airports’ consortiums and their related 

parties, totalling R$8.2 billion in RPTs realised in 2014 (which at the time of transactions was 

equivalent to approximately US$3.5 billion). Despite the detailed investigation (about the 
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correlation between “related parties” and “Infraero”, as shown in Figure 2.2), the decision only 

recommended that Infraero improve procedures and surveillance of contracts with related 

parties that are not at arm’s length8: 

Infraero [...] shall standardise and implement, within 30  days, procedures to be followed by its staff 
to conclusively review the adequacy and consistency of advice issued by consultancy firms, [...], to 
ensure that transactions between related parties are compatible with market terms and conditions. 

 

Decision (600/2016), regarding contracts from 2012–2014 between a hydroelectric 

company and its related parties, resulted only in recommendations. However, it totalled R$51.7 

billion (approximately US$24 billion at the time of transactions), and the audited amount was 

38% higher than that originally contracted. 

Eletrobras […] shall include in the standard minutes of shareholder agreements […] the information 
that contracts, agreements, arrangements or commitments with any related party to a private 
shareholder be executed on market terms and conditions, demonstrating the financial advantage of 
adopting such arrangement. 

 

Among those 43 decisions from RPTs investigations, only five resulted in fines. These 

totalled R$60.03 million, but R$59.8 million (approximately US$ 16.4 million) of this was 

related to just one decision (1098/2018), with the fine applied by the National Transportation 

Agency to a highway administrator. Hence, based on the application of fines, we conclude that 

the Brazilian SAI exercises a pedagogical function (Willeman, 2017) and guides auditees to 

apply good practices of internal control (Hazgui, 2016). 

 

2.5.7 Script robustness test 
 

Finally, to verify the script’s robustness, we extracted frequently used words associated 

with related parties from the 43 decisions. These included “market terms and conditions”, 

“shareholders”, “shareholders in common”, and “out-of-market conditions”. We used these 

 
8 Since 2012, many of the Brazilian airports were subject to bids to form public consortiums, including Sao Paulo 
International, Rio de Janeiro International, Brasilia, Campinas, and Belo Horizonte, that were subject of this 
investigation, and in which consortiums, Infraero holds 49% of the shares. 
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terms to create a filter in the Python script and force it to focus on recurrent terms in the 

dataset’s bag of words. 

Figure 2.10 shows a more evident pattern of topics, which indicates a more in-depth 

approach where these frequent words appear. It also confirms that the Python script in the first 

analysis correctly highlighted the SAI’s brief mentions of related parties in most decisions 

made since 2008. 

 

FIGURE 2.10: Cluster map of recurrent terms associated with the term “related 
parties” in audit decisions, organized by paragraph 
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2.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
 

RPTs exist throughout the public sector because different actors cooperate to enact 

governmental policies and deliver public services. After all, a large group of public managers, 

policymakers, politicians, and their family members exercise significant influence over 

governmental entities, their departments, agencies, and SCE. However, public-sector RPTs are 

an under-investigated field with few studies focused on SCE (Su et al., 2013; Milhaupt & 

Pargendler, 2018; Tong et al. 2014).  

Besides, despite representing an opportunity for collusion, concealment, or manipulation, 

because of the auditor’s limitation in detecting material misstatements concerning related 

parties, IPSAS 20 was never submitted for consultation and has not yet been adopted by the 

Treasury Secretariat. Moreover, IAS 24 exempts SCE from disclosing their transactions with 

the controlling government and with other SCE under common control, extending the 

exemption from the original IAS 24, and reducing SCE transparency. Additionally, ISSAI 1550 

reinforces the applicability of ISA 550 although a diversified group of actors might also 

exercise significant influence over governmental entities, such as legislators, judges, and 

election campaign donors. 

In countries based on multiparty presidentialism, the use of related parties may serve the 

interests of politicians for a coalition. Hence, one would expect audit institutions exercise a 

high level of surveillance to avoid favouritism in governmental entities’ contracts.  

However, this research shows that the Brazilian SAI weakly monitors RPTs in the public 

sector. During the past decade, the SAI mentioned related parties in only 92 of over 59,000 

decisions, confirming that the SAI weakly monitors RPTs (proposition P1). Indeed, most often 

in passing and presenting recommendations only to enhance governance structure and internal 

control mechanisms, under a pedagogical function (Willeman, 2017) where SAI guides 

auditees to apply good practices of internal control (Hazgui, 2016), since penalties applied due 
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to RPTs were the exception (only five cases since 2008), and pecuniary penalties applied were 

modest (except in one case). 

Regarding nepotism – a related party type for which specific legislation exists – 

surveillance is better, confirming that the SAI monitors nepotism more intensively than it does 

RPTs (proposition P2). However, it remains far from representing a critical concern for the 

SAI. Nonetheless, COI, which has specific legislation encompassing relationships between 

parties, though without mentioning RPTs, is investigated eight times more and in greater depth 

than those of related parties, confirming that the SAI monitors COI more intensively than it 

does RPTs (proposition P3). 

Despite criticisms of “audit societies”, under surveillance, institutions are more 

accountable to citizens and disclose information that once was suppressed to favour a few 

(Cameron, 2010). Furthermore, the results may serve to motivate other researchers to monitor 

their audit institutions from below (sousveillance), analysing their performance in monitoring 

public-sector RPTs. 

Although the Treasury Secretariat and the Accountants Association have spent 

significant efforts to converge Brazilian public-sector accounting standards towards IPSAS, 

the Treasury decided to implement IPSAS 20 only in 2021. Hence, there is a legislation vacuum 

in the public sector reporting standards regarding RPTs. Such a vacuum might explain why 

RPTs are so weakly monitored by the SAI, despite its demand that federal entities disclose 

their RPTs in management reports. Indeed, it might also explain why the SAI prefers to issue 

decisions that make recommendations to enhance governmental entities’ internal control than 

to apply pecuniary penalties to those entities and their managers.  

Therefore, SAI follows a legalistic auditing approach, indicating a need for regulation of 

related parties in the public sector to improve surveillance. Hence, Brazilian public-sector 

accounting standards should go the extra mile, and converge with IPSAS 20, following the 
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trend it has since 2008 to converge towards almost the entire IPSAS handbook. Nevertheless, 

both IPSAS 20 and ISSAI 1550 should be revised and subjected to public consultation. 

The concept and scope of related parties are not adjusted to any concern about 

opportunities of politicians, incumbents, political party members, donors to election 

campaigns, and their close family members to exercise influence over governmental entities 

for tunnelling purposes; instead, ISSAI 1550 mimics ISA 550.  

However, improvements to ISSAI 1550 and IPSAS 20, and the MCASP convergence 

towards IPSAS 20, might not be sufficient to push governmental audit institutions towards 

auditing RPTs because the SAI weakly monitors nepotism, which is regulated by law, and there 

is evidence that Brazilian audit institutions perform a ceremonial, legalistic, and superficial 

auditing (Lino et al., 2019). Instead, SAI should move to a more purposeful role, participating 

with regulators in the definition of policies to improve surveillance. 

Investigating RPTs surveillance in an environment where regulation is absent is a 

limitation of this research. Although the SAI demands the disclosure of RPTs, the lack of a 

specific law or further explanation concerning the matter may be impairing disclosure and, 

hence, surveillance. Hence, replicating this research after the adoption of IPSAS 20 is an 

opportunity to verify whether the legislation vacuum drives these results. 

Another limitation is that the findings regarding the SAI cannot be generalised to audit 

institutions from other countries. Variations in standards’ adoption, legislation, regulation, and 

political environment may substantially modify the resulting surveillance.  

 However, as other code law countries may face similar circumstances to those shown in 

this paper, sousveillance must be improved. Hence, the practical implication of this study is 

that it highlights the importance of citizens monitoring their audit institutions and governments 

from below. The same Python script used in this research (available at Mendeley Data) can be 
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used by citizens from other countries, with minimum adaptations, to evaluate RPTs 

surveillance by their audit institutions, following an “armchair audit” approach. 

The main academic implication of this study is that it invites other researchers to 

investigate whether RPTs are used in the public sector for means of efficiency (Gordon et al., 

2004) or tunnelling public resources (Moscariello, 2012; Cheung et al., 2006; Ryngaert and 

Thomas, 2012). Moreover, it invites researchers to discuss the adequacy of related party 

standards to prevent tunnelling in the public sector.  

So far, studies have emphasised the private sector. Nevertheless, this may be jeopardising 

surveillance and transparency in the public sector. Therefore, future research should investigate 

whether the actual definition of related parties encompasses all parties that may exercise 

significant influence over state-controlled enterprises and other governmental entities. 

Depending on the results, such academic research could have the potential to influence 

standard-setters on further revisions of accounting and auditing standards on RPTs. 
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CHAPTER 3 – CONTINUOUS AUDITING OF GOVERNMENTAL RELATED 
PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

 
Abstract 

 

This paper presents a continuous auditing model to investigate related party transactions 

(RPTs) in the public sector using robotic process automation (RPA). It also extends the 

concept of related parties as defined by accounting and auditing standards by including 

politically connected entities and individuals. We demonstrate the applicability of this 

model, following an armchair-audit approach, using a case study of a Brazilian municipality 

and a combination of endogenous and exogenous data. The RPA collected more than 

130,000 journal entries within the municipality, which were combined with big data from 

governmental entities. The outcome was a social network analysis of RPTs with politically 

connected entities and individuals. Additionally, this paper describes how the model could 

be converted into a predictive internal control mechanism. This is the first study to present 

a model that uses RPA to identify RPTs in the public sector. 

 

JEL classifications – C80, C88, H83, M41, M42, M48 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the early 2000s, the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) to 

transform public administration strengthened government transparency and accountability by 

changing citizen participation from a passive to a more engaged role (Bonsón, Torres, Royo, 

& Flores, 2012; Pina, Torres, & Royo, 2010; Bertot, Jaeger, & Grimes, 2010). This use of ICT 

was termed “e-government” and gained interest from the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD), which recognized its importance for accelerating 

information exchange with citizens (OECD, 2008). 

E-government has become an important line of academic research. For many scholars, it 

represents a paradigm shift in the provision of public services, moving from a bureaucracy 

based on command and control, hierarchization, centralization, and formality, to a management 

service provision that is much more flexible, multidirectional, and highly focused on 

information exchange with citizens in a reinvention of government (Akman, Yazici, Mishra, 

& Arifoglu, 2005; Basu, 2004; Ho, 2002; Ndou, 2004). 

E-government has many applications, including civil registration, school enrollment, and 

online voting (Carter & Bélanger, 2005); additionally, it increases openness and transparency 

and reduces corruption (Bertot et al., 2010) by implementing e-procurement systems 

(Andersen, 2009; Shim & Eom, 2008) and governmental financial information disclosures 

(Caba Pérez, Bolívar, & Hernández, 2008; Rodríguez Bolívar, Caba Pérez, & López 

Hernández, 2007; Thornton & Thornton, 2013). This paper aims to improve the efficiency of 

the latter applications by providing a method using robotic process automation (RPA). 

Efficiency in e-government projects is an important concern. Many projects fail because 

of design–reality gaps, ineffective project management, unrealistic planning (Anthopoulos, 

Reddick, Giannakidou, & Mavridis, 2016), and corruption (Aladwani, 2016), especially in 

developing countries (Danish, 2006). Furthermore, financial fraud detection by professional 
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auditors in the public sector is often lower than in private organizations due to a lower 

proportion of creditors and investors with a vested interest in governmental entities (Stalebrink 

& Sacco, 2007). 

Therefore, the participation of society in overseeing government expenses, in an 

armchair-audit approach where citizens monitor governments (Cameron, 2010), is important. 

Nonetheless, citizens rarely have the skills to analyze governmental data, aggravated by the 

fact that transparency portals with governmental open data seldom have user-friendly analytics, 

limiting their usage (Kozlowski, Issa, & Appelbaum, 2018). 

When society cannot monitor governments, auditors must perform this role. However, 

auditors usually lack the necessary information and, therefore, sufficiency, which is the 

measure of the quantity of audit evidence. The amount of evidence needed is affected by the 

risk of material misstatement, or the risk associated with the control, and by the quality of the 

audit evidence obtained (Auditing Standards [AS 1105 § 5], PCAOB 2017). To improve 

sufficiency, big data can provide additional information when traditional audit evidence is 

deficient. Nonetheless, in the absence of user-friendly analytics, auditors must enhance their 

data collection and processing methods using automated tools such as RPAs. 

Like the substitution of the repetitive working process in manufacturing by robots, RPAs 

support the automation of repetitive and routine activities in organizations (Cooper, 

Holderness, Sorensen, & Wood, 2019). RPAs autonomously execute a combination of 

processes, activities, transactions, and tasks in one or more unrelated software systems, 

reducing time spent on repetitive processes (Moffitt, Rozario & Vasarhelyi, 2018). Hence, 

auditors can use RPAs to collect big data from multiple sources to audit governmental accounts 

more accurately compared to relying only on endogenous financial reports and transparency 

portals. 
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However, an issue with big data is that they are often unstructured, and, as they come 

from different sources, integration becomes an obstacle (Kozlowski, Issa, & Appelbaum, 

2018). Hence, a more accurate method of organizing data integration, such as the use of 

structured query language (SQL), should be implemented to meet auditors’ needs. 

Accounting and auditing standards limit the scope of related parties to those that are 

under common control, or to those that control the other parties, or exercise significant 

influence through their key management personnel and close family members ([IAS 24], IASB 

2009; [ISA 550], IAASB 2018; [IPSAS 20], IPSASB 2018). However, an important concern 

in relation to improving governance is the inclusion of politically connected entities and 

individuals, because governments often benefit them with preferential corporate bailouts 

(Faccio, Masulis, & McConnell, 2006), access to credit (Dinç, 2005; Khwaja & Mian, 2005), 

and subsidies (Johnson & Mitton, 2003). Hence, politically connected entities and individuals 

should be monitored as related parties to governmental entities. Contracts and commitments 

with them should be assessed for possible material misstatements due to fraud, and, based on 

the audit evidence obtained, financial statements should be analyzed to ascertain whether they 

have been affected by these relationships and transactions. 

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 3.2 defines RPAs and considers 

their application in auditing. Section 3.3 argues that the definition of related parties should also 

cover politically connected entities and individuals. Section 3.4 presents the model for using 

RPAs for screening transactions and contracts between governmental entities and their related 

parties. Based on a case study of a Brazilian municipality, section 3.5 develops an RPA model 

to armchair-audit related party transactions (RPTs) in the public sector. Section 3.6 presents 

the necessary steps for converting the developed ex post facto RPA model into a continuous 

auditing model that could be used as a predictive internal control mechanism. Section 3.7 

concludes the paper. 
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3.2 ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION AND AUDITING 
 

In June 2015, Bhumi Jariwala, editor of the IFAC Knowledge Gateway, published an 

article on the future of accountancy in light of artificial intelligence (AI) tools, indicating 

opportunities and threats. Nevertheless, Jariwala (2015) primarily focused on the potential 

benefits of AI, such as the automatization of data gathering and tasks. 

 In the same year, John Raphael, chief innovation officer at Deloitte & Touche LLP, 

claimed that auditors would soon be able to use AI to uncover risk hiding in plain sight in 

financial statements. Contracts review, for example, could be powered by cognitive 

technologies to assess large populations of contracts, such as by visualizing the degree of 

variability from a standard form across a population of documents (Raphael, 2015). 

Although RPA may disrupt traditional accounting and auditing models, areas with well-

defined processes are more automatable than are tasks with significant ambiguity. In auditing, 

high-volume and repetitive tasks, as well as mature tasks with more predictable outcomes, may 

benefit from automation (Moffitt et al., 2018). However, RPA differs from AI because RPA 

lacks some of AI’s characteristics. 

AI is “the use of computer programs that have some of the qualities of the human mind, 

such as the ability to understand language, recognize pictures, and learn from experience” 

(Cambridge, 2009). Whereas AI can automate inference-based processes using structured or 

unstructured data to produce outcomes or interpretations (Zhang, 2019), RPA is a 

preconfigured software that uses business rules and predefined activities to execute a 

combination of processes, activities, transactions and tasks autonomously in one or more 

unrelated software programs to deliver an outcome (IEEE, 2017). 

RPA has many applications in accounting, as many organizations use automated 

technology in financial and accounting services (Fernandez & Aman, 2018). These 
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applications are broad, including automation of financial report generation, accounts payable 

and receivable, and general accounting processes (Jędrzejka, 2019). Moreover, Big 4 firms 

have implemented RPAs to automate a significant part of tax activities, such as gathering tax 

information from clients, reviewing trial balance data, and calculating book-tax differences to 

the trial balance  (Cooper, Gulen, & Ovtchinnikov, 2010). 

However, RPA in auditing remains in early stages due to the highly regulated nature of 

audit control tests (Rozario & Vasarhelyi, 2018), even though reconciliations, internal control 

testing, and detailed testing could be automated for auditing purposes (Rozario et al., 2018). 

Additionally, auditors can create routines to transfer data from clients to audit platforms 

(Cooper et al., 2019), or to implement inventory cut-off tests to check whether the receiving 

date on the client’s system is accurate (Huang, 2018).  

To obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence, auditors must plan and perform audit 

procedures to provide a reasonable basis for their opinions. Sufficiency is a significant issue 

for auditors. Auditors should theoretically have access to all necessary information, but this is 

often not the case in reality. Big data can help assess audit evidence reliability because it is 

difficult to tamper, particularly when generated in real-time (Yoon, Hoogduin, & Zhang, 2015). 

Big data is also appropriate for mitigating traditional audit evidence deficiencies. 

Therefore, RPAs can improve substantive audit procedures by simplifying audit evidence 

collection and combining big data from different sources in one audit work paper (Cohen, 

Rozario, & Zhang, 2019). This would respond to the request for views by the Auditing 

Standards Board (ASB), from AICPA, in the Exposure Draft 2019 with the Proposed Statement 

on Auditing Standards for Audit Evidence: 

“The auditor performs audit procedures when evaluating information and, in doing so, 

obtains audit evidence. Those audit procedures may be carried out by the use of automated tools 

and techniques to accomplish the auditor’s objectives. The ASB is of the view that it is 
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beneficial to use the broad term automated tools and techniques as this describes and 

encompasses emerging technologies, including ADA [audit data analytics], AI, and so on. As 

an illustration, the ASB proposes adding the following paragraph to the application material: 

A58. The auditor’s evaluation of information to be used as audit evidence may be 

enhanced by the use of automated tools and techniques such as audit data analytics that may 

enable the auditor to aggregate and consider information obtained from multiple sources. Audit 

data analytics are described as the analysis of patterns, identification of anomalies, or extraction 

of other useful information in data underlying or related to the subject matter of an audit through 

analysis, modeling, or visualization.” (AICPA, 2019) 

“11. Please provide your views on whether (a) the guidance added to the application material of 

the proposed SAS to explain the implications and role of automated tools and techniques in the 

current audit environment is beneficial and (b) the proposed SAS is enhanced by using 

illustrations of automated tools and techniques; that is, whether the proposed SAS is more 

relevant to audits conducted in today’s environment.” (AICPA, 2019) 

 

Therefore, data collection using RPAs should improve substantive audit procedures, 

which, together with control tests and risk assessment procedures, would provide better audit 

evidence, as depicted in Figure 3.1. 

In the public sector, big data comes from various sources, both endogenous and 

exogenous to the entity, such as from tax, health, or labor agencies (Gamage, 2016), and from 

social media and the internet of things (Munné, 2016). RPAs can be used to improve 

sufficiency by collecting data from these sources (Houy, Hamberg, & Fettke, 2019). Internal 

auditors from governmental entities, as well as auditors from controlling bodies, can improve 

their auditing evidence by collecting exogenous data from companies and individuals that have 

business relations (e.g., as donors to election campaigns, or through party political affiliation) 

with governments, incumbents, and public servants. 
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FIGURE 3.1: Audit procedures and RPA 

(adapted from AICPA, Audit Evidence Presentation, June 2018) 
 

 

 

Because audit institutions in some countries, such as Brazil, perform only ceremonial, 

legalistic, and superficial auditing (Cesário, Cardoso, & Aranha, 2020), exogenous data can be 

used ex-ante as evidence by internal auditors to perform a risk assessment of contracts prior to 

signing. The next section discusses RPTs and the benefits granted to politically connected 

entities and individuals when providing governments with goods or services.  

 

3.3 RPT AND POLITICALLY CONNECTED ENTITIES AND INDIVIDUALS 
 

Individuals are related parties to an entity, whether they control or exercise significant 

influence over that entity, based on “the power to participate in the financial and operating 

policy decisions of an entity, but not control those policies […] usually by representation on 

the board of directors or equivalent governing body” ([IPSAS 20 § 4], IPSASB 2018).  
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 In general, accounting and auditing standards take a narrow and technical view on 

related parties, limiting their scope to entities that directly or indirectly control other parties, to 

associates, to individuals that own an interest in the reporting entity, and to key management 

personnel and their close family members ([IAS 24], IASB 2009; [ISA 550], IAASB 2018; 

[IPSAS 20], IPSASB 2018). 

Although RPTs are commonly used to respond to organizations’ demands that cannot be 

met via a third party (Gordon et al., 2004), RPTs may cause material misstatement in financial 

reports ([International Standards on Auditing (ISA) 550 § 2], IAASB 2018), reducing the 

effectiveness of contracts designed to decrease agency conflicts (Kohlbeck & Mayhew, 2004). 

Their frequent use reduces accounting information comparability (Lee, Kang, Lee, & Park, 

2016). 

 In the public sector, RPTs may influence how an entity operates, may generate 

agreements with terms and conditions that are not at arm’s length, and might expose that entity 

to risks, bringing advantages to one party at the expense of another ([IPSAS 20 § 19], IPSASB 

2018). Hence, limiting the definition’s scope of related parties may increase the risk of 

contracts being signed with third parties that are not at arm’s length. 

 Politically connected firms [entities] have access to an array of benefits from 

governments (Dinç 2005; Faccio, Masulis, & McConnell, 2006; Johnson & Mitton, 2003; 

Khwaja & Mian, 2005). Furthermore, political connections lead to a substantial increase, 

following elections, in procurement contracts to those entities whose boards are connected to 

political parties (Goldman, Rocholl, & So, 2013), and can result in positive abnormal stock 

returns following the nomination of a politically connected individual to a board of directors 

(Goldman, Rocholl, & So, 2009; Huber and Kirchler, 2013). Moreover, the group of politically 

connected entities should also comprise those that offer bribery, kickbacks, and gifts to public 

servants or government representatives, engage in other forms of corruption or are not 
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transparent about their lobbying practices, as studied by Healy & Serafeim (2016; 2020). 

Therefore, the significant influence exercised by politically connected entities and individuals 

means they should be addressed as related parties. 

However, identifying favoritism toward politically connected entities is not 

straightforward. Because politicians protect their related entities and users, and auditors do not 

penalize low-quality accounting information, the quality of earnings disclosed is poorer than 

for similar non-connected entities (Chaney, Faccio, & Parsley, 2011). Moreover, entities with 

political connections that engage in rent-seeking are less likely to appoint Big 4 auditors 

because management intends to obfuscate related-party tunneling activities (Habib, 

Muhammadi, & Jiang, 2017). 

Since governmental entities receive less attention from creditors and investors, financial 

fraud statement detection in the public sector tends to be lower than in the private sector 

(Stalebrink & Sacco, 2007). Additionally, in many countries, the political system favors career 

politicians that move indefinitely back and forth through mandates (Samuels, 2003), leading to 

the creation of strong ties between politicians and supporters. 

Therefore, the analysis proposed in this paper comprehends politically connected entities 

and individuals as related parties, but also extends Faccio's (2006) definition that a firm [entity] 

is politically connected if its large shareholders or directors are (a) a member of parliament, (b) 

a minister or head of state, or (c) closely related to a top official. However, in countries that 

adopt federalism, power is divided vertically between central and local governments (Fleiner, 

Kälin, Linder, & Sanders, 2003), so many particularities must be addressed in such countries. 

First, small and medium-sized entities (SMEs) represent the vast majority of entities in 

OECD countries (WTO 2016) and establish their relations with local governments through 

their owners or managers. 
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Second, Faccio (2006) focused on the central government; however, items (a) and (b) 

have equivalent agents in local governments—(a) the legislative houses and (b) the governors, 

mayors, and their secretariats—that are also important in the analysis of political connections. 

Concerning item (c), Faccio’s definition of “closely related to a top official” is more 

ambiguous and less objective than the other two items. In our view, close relations are an 

essential predictor of politically connected entities and individuals and, despite coming from 

different sources, must be better defined for auditors to complete their tasks. 

The first source of close relations for identifying a politically connected entity or 

individual is between campaign donors and politicians. Career politicians—that is, those who 

stay in politics until retirement—are common (Keane & Merlo, 2010; Mattozzi & Merlo 2008; 

Shabad & Slomczynski, 2010). Many move between positions at the municipal, state, and 

federal levels (Samuels, 2003), and between the executive and legislative powers. Thus, donors 

follow them throughout their careers and exploit their influence over the spending decisions of 

different governments (Samuels, 2001). 

Entities have high incentives to donate to politicians. Those who donate to winning 

candidates from dominant political parties receive substantial boosts in contracts (Boas, 

Hidalgo, & Richardson, 2014), enjoy preferential access to financing (Claessens, Feijen, & 

Laeven, 2008), and have higher stock returns (Cooper et al., 2010). Therefore, campaign 

donors should be considered politically connected entities and individuals—and, consequently, 

related parties—because of their potential risk of significantly influencing governments as 

related parties. 

The second source is business relationships, a concern raised by the International 

Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB). In ISA 550, the related party standard for 

auditing, IAASB includes, as potentially related parties, those that have significant business 
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relationships with the reporting entity’s key management personnel ([ISA 550 § A5], IAASB 

2018). In many democracies, candidates and political parties invest significant sums in 

elections. In the 2016 American elections for presidential, senate, and house offices, 

expenditures, excluding those from political action committees (PAC), reached US$4 billion 

(FEC, 2016).9 In the 2018 Brazilian elections for presidential, governor, senate, and house 

offices, expenditures reached US$860 million, and many campaign suppliers received more 

than US$1 million10 (TSE, 2018). Thus, campaign suppliers should also be considered 

politically connected entities and individuals. 

The third source is political parties, which may have a decentralized or centralized 

distribution of power. Power is decentralized if elected politicians dominate the party, and is 

centralized when decisions are made among internal members, even when internal discussions 

are held before decision-making (Duverger, 1959; Pedersen, 2010). However, regardless of 

power distribution, the resources spent by political parties on candidates are significant. In the 

2016 American elections, party committees spent US$1.3 billion (FEC, 2016), and in the 2018 

Brazilian elections, public resources destined to be divided among political parties’ candidates 

equaled US$465 million. Moreover, a political party is a social network that shares resources, 

gathers commitment, and expects retribution among its members (Koger, Masket, & Noel, 

2009). Therefore, political party affiliation should also be included in the concept of related 

parties. 

Finally, conflicts of interest are a concern for governments because they give rise to 

unethical conduct, which is recognized as contributing to a general decline in perceived 

standards of conduct in the public sector (Boyce & Davids, 2009; Graham, 2006). In the US, 

the 18 U.S.C. § 208 forbids government employees from participating personally and 

 
9 2016 American elections’ expenditures from 01/01/2015 to 12/31/2016. 
10 2018: US$1 = R$3.6542 
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substantially, on behalf of the federal government, in any particular matter in which they, or 

their close family members, employers, and business relationships, has a financial interest 

(USOGE, 2020). In the European Union (EU), there is no single law or code of conduct; 

instead, each EU Member regulates conflicts of interest, which are generally adapted from each 

country’s constitution (AALEP, 2019). In Brazil, Act 12813/2013 forbids (a) any activity that 

implies the provision of services or the maintenance of a business relationship with an 

individual, or legal entity, that is interested in the decision of the public agent or organization 

for which the public servant works; (b) consultancy, advocacy, advisory, or intermediary 

activities for private interests in any governmental entity; and (c) acting for one’s own benefit 

or that of family members. Therefore, given the nature of conflicts of interest for public 

servants, they should also be considered related parties that could create political connections 

that influence an entity’s decision. 

Therefore, we broaden Faccio’s (2006) definition of political connections by presenting 

a new definition of politically connected entities and individuals. This is summarized in Figure 

3.2: a firm is politically connected if its owner, any shareholder, or key management personnel 

is (a) an incumbent or representative of parliamentary and legislative houses; (b) head, a 

minister, or a secretary of state at the federal or local levels; (c) closely related to a top official 

as a campaign donor or supplier, affiliated to the same political party, or works as a public 

servant; or (d) a family member of (a), (b) or (c). 
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FIGURE 3.2: Political connections as related parties 

 

 

3.4 APPLYING RPAS IN RPT CONTINUOUS AUDITING 
 

This section presents our model using RPAs to monitor RPTs that, in our definition, 

include politically connected entities and individuals (Figure 3.3). We present the necessary 

steps for implementing an RPA in the public sector, but the approach can also be used for 

similar continuous auditing in private entities. In the subsequent section, we exemplify our 

model by applying it to a real case. 

3.4.1 Planning 
 

Planning is an essential auditing phase because it helps to ensure that appropriate 

attention is devoted to relevant areas of the audit and that potential problems are identified, 

reducing audit risk to an acceptable level ([(ISA) 300 § 2], IAASB 2018). As discussed in 

section II, RPAs are important in improving substantive audit procedures by combining data 

from different sources and allowing auditors to work with a full population of data. 
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FIGURE 3.3: Model for identifying RPTs among politically connected entities and 
individuals using RPAs 

 

 Therefore, planning data collection using RPAs includes using criteria for automating 

procedures. First, RPAs are an excellent tool for collecting and analyzing structured data. If 

the data are unstructured, additional artifacts must be used to structure them before 

implementation. Second, the collection must be highly repetitive to benefit the potential for 

automation. Third, mature audit tasks should be automated first because outcomes and costs 

are predictable and less likely to encounter exceptions (Huang & Vasarhelyi, 2019). 

 Our model considers continuous auditing RPTs using the full population for real-time 

comparison, hence fulfilling the second criterion. However, as we propose using exogenous 

data to improve sufficiency, not all data collected have the same structure. Thus, other artifacts, 

such as SQL, must be used to combine data collected by the RPA. Moreover, a critical source 

of information is contracts, which usually lack structured data; thus, internal auditors must act 
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ex-ante to establish a framework to allow comparison. Finally, to meet their requirements, and 

given the novelty of our model, auditors must perform some adaptations. 

3.4.2 Sources analysis 
 

When collecting exogenous data from different sources, auditors must investigate their 

architecture and whether data are structured. In many countries, e-government platforms 

provide structured data with some analysis tools and raw data for downloading. In Brazil, the 

Superior Electoral Court provides structured data about campaign donations and expenses in 

MS Excel files, which can be easily combined with other structured data for analysis. In the 

US, the Federal Electoral Commission provides an application programming interface (API) 

to collect data about how candidates and committees fund their campaigns, updating that data 

daily. The API also makes it possible to investigate individual donors. 

 Before starting web crawling data from different sources, which demands RPAs 

designed for each source architecture, we strongly recommend searching for an API because 

they save considerable time and effort by requiring a simple RPA to request data. If the e-

government platform does not provide the API, third-party APIs can be found at GitHub. 

Programmers frequently make open-source APIs to solve common issues. 

 Concerning internal data, sometimes auditors will need to act ex-ante to structure the 

data to automate collection—for example, by ensuring that data is always presented in the same 

field and with the same label. Furthermore, an important concern in auditing is contracts, which 

may disclose relevant information. However, due to the potentially high volume of similar 

contracts and limited auditing resources, auditors are forced to analyze a relatively small 

sample of the population (Zhaokai & Moffitt, 2019). Therefore, contract auditing should 

benefit from automation, but with some necessary attention to collecting data. Optical character 

recognition (OCR) allows the conversion of scanned contracts stored as images into portable 

document files or MS Word files. Moreover, text mining can be used for parsing, 
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summarization, and text categorization. However, as contracts usually lack structured data, text 

mining is often ineffective because of the many exceptions that arise.  

To identify politically connected entities, data about the entities (corporate name, tax 

identification code) and their legal representatives (full name, social security number) must be 

collected. To identify contracts that are not at arm’s length, terms and conditions must be 

analyzed. For an RPA to collect these data using text mining, a group of keywords must precede 

the data (or follow just after it). Additionally, data should always be presented in a specific part 

of the contract. Therefore, auditors must establish patterns as a mask for contracts, where the 

data to be collected will always be presented in a standardized manner. 

3.4.3 Development and Implementation 
 

In the development phase, auditors must define which tool they will use for building their 

RPAs. Although dozens of vendors provide RPAs, such as UiPath, Automation Anywhere, and 

Blue Prism, that require little to no additional programming, the use of a flexible programming 

language, such as Python, allows customization of RPAs and integration with other artifacts. 

As an open-source language, collaboration can be helpful and contributes to useful libraries for 

RPA functions. 

In the implementation phase, only data collection that is highly repetitive should be 

performed using RPAs. Moreover, for single-wave data collection, it is highly recommended 

that all available data be collected once, although, at first glance, some data seem unnecessary. 

This avoids having to start the entire process again in the future if certain information is 

missing. 

Concerning the output, it is recommended to use a .csv file, which is interchangeable in 

many applications. Html can be an alternative if a .csv cannot be directly generated. An html 

file can be parsed and transformed into a .csv file.  
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3.4.4 Merging Data 
 

To merge data from different sources, it is recommended to build a relational database 

using SQL, which is particularly useful in handling structured data—that is, data incorporating 

relations among entities, individuals, and variables. Additionally, SQL offers advantages such 

as accessing many records with a single command.  

 Once data is in SQL format, it may be used inside a Python environment either as a 

package or by using specific online tools (sqliteonline.com) or software such as DB Browser 

for SQLite. The choice will depend on the auditor’s needs. If only relational analysis is needed 

between data, specific online tools and software are adequate and user friendly. However, if 

tests or data automation are necessary for the data analysis phase, Python is preferable. 

3.4.5 Data Analysis 
 

The first part of the data analysis involves verifying whether there are previous relations 

between governmental entities and their creditors who provide products or services that could 

lead to favoritism in contracts. In this phase, auditors must investigate whether the creditor is 

a campaign donor or supplier, is an influential incumbent (minister, secretary, legislator), is 

affiliated with any political party that influences local government, or has any public servant 

as owner or partner. Furthermore, it is highly recommended to create a social network using 

software such as Gephi. This allows a clear view of relations among these actors, such as the 

existence of communities (clusters) centralized by some influential actors, and enables the 

auditor to find bridges that connect different groups and through which relevant information 

passes (Golbeck, 2013). These communities and bridges increase the risk assessment and 

demand more attention from the auditor. 

 In the second part of the data analysis, the auditor must evaluate whether the contracts 

are being negotiated at arm’s length with politically connected creditors. Hence, the 

transactions’ terms and conditions should be compared with other contracts with creditors who 
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provide the same kind of product or service but are not related parties to the governmental 

entity. If favoritism arises, the contract must be flagged and reported. 

 

3.5 APPLYING THE METHOD 
 

We performed an armchair audit of a Brazilian municipality. None of the researchers had 

any previous relationship to that city, demonstrating that this method could also be used by 

other researchers or citizens, with some programming skills, who intend to audit governmental 

accounts using an armchair-audit approach. 

 The municipality was chosen in the planning phase because it had implemented an e-

government platform with detailed and structured data of transactions since 2015. 

Nevertheless, to investigate related parties and favoritism, an RPA needed to be implemented 

because the platform does not provide detailed data downloadable in a single file. To access 

detailed data, every single transaction must be individually collected. 

 In the second phase of our model, we evaluated four sources: the municipality e-

government platform and the Brazilian tax authority database justified the use of RPAs for data 

collection, whereas the city council website and the electoral court database did not justify its 

usage. Concerning the tax authority database, we found a third-party API, so we designed a 

simple RPA to request the data.  

 In the RPA development phase, due to the complexity of the e-government portal, the 

collection of the municipality database required 50 hours of work. Additionally, tests and 

adjustments were needed until the RPA was stable and ready for implementation. 

The RPA routine consisted, first, of opening a web browser and visiting the municipality 

portal. Subsequently, the RPA entered the user’s pre-parameterized time into a form (i.e., for 

2019, the RPA filled three fields: 2019; January 1, 2019; and December 31, 2019) and clicked 
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the “generate” button. Next, a page opened, showing the first 100 creditors for that year. Data 

from the page were downloaded and used as a control method for the RPA in case the script 

needed to be restarted (e.g., due to internet connection failure). The RPA clicked each of the 

creditors on that page. Each time this was done, the website opened a second page with a 

summary of all commitments made by the municipality to that creditor. The RPA clicked each 

commitment, opening the next page with all the detailed information about the commitment, 

verifications, and payments. Then, the RPA web crawled and saved the data.11 

This routine of data collection was repeated for more than 3,000 creditors that had any 

transaction with the municipality from 2015 to 2019. Commitments, verifications, and 

payments equated over 130,000 journal entries. 

An RPA was also designed to collect over 1,500 contracts from the municipality website. 

As many were scanned, an OCR tool was used to transform them into MS Word documents. 

After that, text mining was applied to extract data. 

All data from different sources were combined in a single database using SQL and 

analyzed using the software DB Browser (SQLite) as we did not need to automate this process. 

In the first part of the analysis, we looked for related parties between the municipality and its 

creditors, using the extended definition of firms, which encompasses politically connected 

entities and individuals, as proposed in section 3.3.  

Subsequently, based on Gephi software, we built a social network analysis to verify all 

connections among actors. In this analysis, which is illustrated in Figure 3.4, we could search 

for the actors with more connections among the related parties (the bigger the size of the 

circumference, the more connections). Also, we searched for those who acted as bridges 

 
11 Because of differences in architectures within the portal, the data collection followed two steps: first, the RPA 
downloaded all commitment information from 2015 to 2019; second, the RPA was adapted to download all 
verification and payment data from those years. Both Python scripts are available at Mendeley Data. 
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connecting different groups; for example, the brown circumference represents a political party, 

to which the president of the council hall is affiliated, that acts as a bridge to a cluster linked to 

another political party (top right). We also found four relevant communities, shown in Figure 

3.5, orbiting around the mayor (blue), two influential political parties (red and green), and the 

city hall (yellow). 

 

FIGURE 3.4: Social network analysis – connections and bridges 
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FIGURE 3.5: Social network analysis – communities 

 

 

Finally, we searched for terms and conditions that were not at arm’s length when 

compared to those creditors that were not classified as related parties. Those that were not 

contracted at arm’s length indicated favoritism between the parties. 

 

3.6 ADAPTATION FOR PREDICTIVE INTERNAL CONTROL 
 

The proposed model is ex post facto armchair auditing. However, it may also be a 

relevant decision aid to enhance predictive internal control mechanisms, turning it into a 

continuous auditing model. Specifically, it could be used during the bidding process when the 

public sector entity is screening potential suppliers. 

 Figure 3.6 summarizes the adjustments needed to convert the ex post facto armchair-

auditing model into a continuous auditing model. First, there needs to be a database of the 
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public sector incumbents (from the executive and legislative); the legal entities they own 

(control, exercise significant influence), or where they are key management personnel; their 

partners in these entities; entities’ key management personnel; incumbents’ campaign donors 

and campaign suppliers; other voters affiliated to political parties to which incumbents are 

affiliated; and the close family members of all these natural persons and the entities controlled 

by or in which they exercise significant influence. Such a database needs to be continuously 

updated. Second, the registration form that potential suppliers need to complete when applying 

for the bid would include information (full name and tax code) about the owners and key 

management personnel of the entity and their close family members. 

FIGURE 3.6: Predictive internal control model 
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Once an application form for a bidding process is received, the internal control authority 

within the municipality would verify if the intended supplier is a related party to the 

municipality. If so, the authority should decide whether such an intended supplier is eligible to 

remain in the bidding process or should be excluded. If it continues and wins the bidding 

process, the public servant responsible for the contract (contract manager) should be informed 

about the relationship before signing the contract and should certify that he/she is aware of 

such ties. Finally, a report containing all RPTs, the name and function of the contract manager 

who approved each transaction, and each transaction’s object, price, and other terms and 

conditions should be made publicly available at the municipality’s transparency portal. 

 
3.7 CONCLUSION 

 

RPAs have the potential to revolutionize auditing by improving audit evidence. Auditors 

can use RPAs to reduce material misstatements and fraud in contracts. Because it is difficult to 

preview which contracts potentially risk favoring a third party, auditors must look for close 

relations between the parties to the contract. 

 The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, it demonstrates that politically 

connected entities and individuals should be considered as related parties in the public sector; 

hence, auditors should assess whether they negotiated at arm’s length. Second, it presents a 

model for applying RPAs in the public sector to identify RPTs in an ex post facto armchair-

auditing approach. Third, we describe the necessary steps to convert it into a continuous 

auditing model for use in predictive internal control mechanisms.  

The enhancement of these models is the use of exogenous data. The combination of 

available data from an entity with exogenous data reduces the sufficiency problem faced by 

auditors. Exogenous data help assess the reliability of audit evidence, mainly when generated 

on a real-time basis (Yoon et al., 2015). 
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 This paper has both academic and practical implications. Concerning academic 

implications, we advance the concept of related parties based on accounting and auditing 

standards, incorporating the concept of politically connected entities and individuals. We also 

advance the concept of politically connected firms proposed by Faccio (2006), adapting it for 

countries where government power is vertically divided, and incorporating other actors with 

close relations with incumbents (campaign donors and suppliers, individuals affiliated to 

political parties and public servants). Therefore, we invite other researchers to engage in this 

discussion. 

 Concerning practical implications, our model intends to help auditors take advantage 

of the benefits of RPAs rather than to consider them as a threat to their jobs. The automation 

of highly repetitive tasks will enable auditors to focus their attention on analytic and strategic 

issues. Therefore, by improving audit evidence, RPAs have the potential to enhance an 

auditor’s job. From this perspective, the developed model is especially suited to armchair 

auditing and is applicable to assurance services performed by professional auditors. 

Additionally, it is easily convertible into a continuous predictive internal control mechanism. 

 However, we must acknowledge some limitations of our model. First, it is based on 

unstructured data collection, so it still requires human work. That may be critical when dealing 

with a high volume of exogenous data. Therefore, future research should encompass intelligent 

process automation (IPA), a preconfigured type of software that combines RPA, AI, and other 

technologies to work with structured and non-structured data in ways that require little human 

intervention (Zhang, 2019). 

Second, due to the lack of information about firms’ corruption and lobbying practices, 

our model does not consider as politically connected entities those that offer bribery, kickbacks, 

and gifts to public servants or government representatives, engage in other forms of corruption 
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or are not transparent about their lobbying practices. In jurisdictions where lobbying is a 

regulated activity, the operationalization of related parties could also comprise this activity. 

 Finally, we must acknowledge that our model was tested on a case study in a Brazilian 

municipality. Hence, the model might need adaptation when applied in other countries. 

However, we believe that the model provides a solid basis for use in countries where politics 

blend with business relationships. 
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CHAPTER 4 – TUNNELING IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR THROUGH RELATED 
PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

 
Abstract 
This paper investigates whether politically connected entities and individuals should be 

monitored as related parties to governmental entities and examines whether related party 

transactions (RPTs) are used for tunneling public resources. Using a case study from a 

Brazilian municipality, all transactions contracted with third parties over five years are 

collected to build a database of suppliers, private associations, and their controlling 

shareholders. To classify each transaction as RPT or non–RPT, we cross-analyzed such 

database with exogenous data of incumbents, public servants, political party affiliates, 

donors, and suppliers to political campaigns. Findings show that cohesion is formed within 

four groups of related parties orbiting around the mayor, the two dominant parties, and some 

influential council members. Finally, payment terms are compared between RPTs and non–

RPTs, identifying that RPTs are intensively used for tunneling in the public sector; payment 

terms to related parties are 25% lower. Political party affiliation, donations to campaigns, 

and campaign suppliers resulted in favoritism in contracts with the municipality. As the 

IPSAS 20 definition of related parties does not encompass such conflicts of interest that are 

harmful to the state, a comprehensive definition of related parties is proposed to improve 

monitoring and reduce the use of RPTs for tunneling.  

Keywords: corruption; favoritism; related parties; robotic process automation (RPA); 

social network analysis (SNA); tunneling. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Tunneling is the transfer of assets and profits for the benefit of those who control them 

(Johnson, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, & Shleifer, 2000). The term first appeared in the Czech 

Republic in the mid-1990s, becoming a staple on reporting corruption to describe the illicit, 

large-scale liquidation of the capital and holdings of a company, when privatization and 

tunneling scandals were associated during that country's economic reforms (Altshuler, 2001). 

The term gained prominence after the corruption scandals of Enron and Parmalat (Aharony, 

Wang, & Yuan, 2010; Cheung et al., 2006; Friedman, Johnson, & Mitton, 2003; Ming & Wong, 

2003). 

Corruption has several meanings, and evidence depends on context and perception. From 

the classical conception, focusing on the moral vitality of whole societies, to the modern 

behavior classification, where standards measure acts, corruption has been subject to 

widespread academic interest and political disputes (Johnston, 1996). In the modern behavior 

classification, corruption is the abuse of entrusted public power for private profit (Kaufmann, 

Hellman, Jones, & Schankerman, 2000; LaPalombara, 1994; Sajó, 2003; Vittal, 2001). 

Corruption is a form of sociopathology (Yolles, 2009) that creates a market immune from 

formal government control, where the decision-making power of public officials is purchased 

(Vittal, 2001). Corruption severely hinders national development (Carvajal, 1999), with a 

greater impact on poor and vulnerable citizens, reducing access to essential services and 

eroding trust in governments (World Bank, 2018). 

Despite enforcement actions in recent years, perceptions of corruption have remained 

unchanged in most of Latin America and worsened in countries such as Brazil (Transparency 

International, 2019). Hence, combating corruption is a major challenge for many societies. 
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Fraud is a "wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal 

gain" (Oxford Dictionaries, n.d.). In accounting, fraud may involve the preparation of false 

financial statements to deceive users or facilitate the theft of inventory or other resources 

(Jones, 2011). The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) defines fraud 

as an intentional act resulting in material misstatement in financial statements and classifies 

fraud as arising from (a) fraudulent financial reporting, such as the manipulation or falsification 

of accounting records; or (b) misappropriation of assets, such as via theft or fraudulent 

expenditures (Statements on Auditing Standards [AU 316 ¶ 6] AICPA, 2002). 

Due to a lower proportion of creditors and investors with a vested interest in government 

entities, financial statement fraud detection tends to be lower in the public sector than in private 

organizations (Stalebrink & Sacco, 2007). As most public sector entities focus on delivering 

services rather than profit, "the performance of such entities can be only partially evaluated by 

examination of financial position, financial performance or cash flows" (IPSASB, 2018: p. 20). 

Hence, general purpose financial reports based on accounting standards are necessary to 

enhance financial transparency to meet users' information needs. Such reports must include 

explanatory notes about factors that are likely to influence the entity's performance, such as 

related party transactions (RPTs) (IPSASB, 2018: p. 139). 

RPTs often occur in the public sector and may expose government entities to risks. 

Government entities may agree on terms and conditions that would not be available to unrelated 

parties, advantaging one party over another ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 19(c)], IPSASB, 2018). Individuals 

are considered to be related parties to an entity when they control or exercise significant 

influence over that entity. According to the International Public Sector Accounting Standard 

(IPSAS) 20, significant influence is based on "the power to participate in the financial and 

operating policy decisions of an entity, but not control those policies […] usually by 

representation on the board of directors or equivalent governing body" ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 4], 
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IPSASB, 2018). A broader definition emerges from International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 

550, which includes parties that have significant business relationships with key management 

personnel of the reporting entity as potential related parties ([IAS 550 ¶ A5], IAASB 2018). For 

public sector auditing purposes, the International Standard of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAI) 1550 endorses the applicability of ISA 550 (INTOSAI, 2009). 

Business relationships are key in the public sector, especially in countries where campaign 

resources define elections. In Brazil, many public-works corporations that donate to winning 

candidates from the dominant political party see a substantial boost in their contracts (Boas, 

Hidalgo, & Richardson, 2014). That facilitates the emergence of clientelism, a combination of 

particularistic targeting and contingency-based exchange that diverts resources – in a practice of 

tunneling – impairing economic development (Hicken, 2011). 

Another possible source of influence over a government is the dependency among 

politicians on their political parties and their alliances with other parties. Political systems 

based on multiparty presidentialism, as in Brazil, tend to see reduced efficiency of the 

relationship between the executive and legislative powers, necessitating coalition, and leading 

to favoritism (Mainwaring, 1993).  

Therefore, failing to monitor sources of significant influence other than those specified by 

IPSAS 20 encourages agendas that favor government agents working for their own benefit, to 

the detriment of their main objectives and to society. Hence, this paper aims to demonstrate that 

many other individuals beyond those that participate in financial and operating decisions may 

exercise significant influence over a government entity, and, hence, that monitoring should be 

extended. 

The paper's main contribution is to propose, for the public sector, a more comprehensive 

definition of related parties, aiming to prevent the tunneling of public resources through RPTs. 

To propose that, our case study comprises a municipality in Brazil, where all journal entries 
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over five years were collected using robotic process automation (RPA), totaling 131,855 

journal entries from 2015–2019. We built a database of suppliers of goods and services, private 

associations, and their controlling shareholders. This database is cross-analyzed with 

exogenous data of incumbents, public servants, political party affiliates, donors, and suppliers 

to political campaigns to classify each relation as RPT or non-RPT. Based on that, a social 

network analysis (SNA) was applied to the related parties' group to look for connectivity, 

centrality, and the existence of communities within the network, which demonstrates the 

existence of politically connected entities and individuals in that municipality that may bring 

influence among them. That influence is measured based on the comparison of payment terms 

between RPTs and non-RPTs, to investigate whether RPTs were negotiated at arm's length. 

We used the payment terms as a proxy for tunneling. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews relevant 

literature concerning corruption. This is followed by the examination of how literature and 

public sector accounting and auditing standards have addressed related parties in section 4.3. 

The Brazilian political system and social networks theory are then reviewed in section 4.4, and 

propositions are set. Subsequently, the case study and results are presented in section 4.5. 

Finally, we propose a more comprehensive definition of related parties and present concluding 

remarks in section 4.6. 

 

4.2 THE HARMFUL EFFECT OF CORRUPTION 

Corruption is considered a ubiquitous aspect of government in many societies (Luo, 

2008; Oberoi, 2017; Pritchett, Woolcock, & Andrews, 2013; Zaloznaya, 2014). It has been 

attributed to the deviant behavior of public servants, whether appointed or elected, from formal 

duties—that is, to the abuse of entrusted power—to obtain personal gains (Kaufmann et al., 

1999; LaPalombara, 1994; Sajó, 2003; Vittal, 2001). 
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However, defining why corruption is higher in some countries is difficult due to 

variations in measuring relative corruption levels. Rather, political scientists and economists 

have started to measure perceived corruption (Treisman, 2000). Nonetheless, their constructs 

have been criticized based on validity (Thomas, 2010), subjectivity, perception bias 

(Kaufmann, Kraay, & Mastruzzi, 2011), definition, and measurement of corruption (Andersson 

& Heywood, 2009). 

Corrupt environments are characterized by both the amount of corruption and the 

uncertainty associated with fraudulent transactions (Wei, 1997), which impairs innovation and 

trust (Murphy, Shleifer, & Vishny, 1993). In highly corrupt countries, multinational companies 

are more likely to enter via wholly-owned subsidiaries than local partners (Rodriguez, 

Uhlenbruck, & Eden, 2005). Hence, corruption reduces direct investment into economies 

(Asiedu & Freeman, 2009; Campos, Lien, & Pradhan, 1999; Habib & Zurawicki, 2002; 

Zakharov, 2019) and openness to international trade (Ades & Di Tella, 1999; Musila & Sigué, 

2010), thereby lowering economic growth (Cieślik & Goczek, 2018; Everhart, Martinez-

Vazquez, McNab, 2009; Mauro, 1995). At the country level, corruption negatively impacts 

stock returns; at the industry level, it raises agency costs; and at the firm level, it negatively 

impacts performance (Donadelli, Fasan, & Magnanelli, 2014). Oil and gas companies resist 

disclosing payments made to host governments, and investors negatively react to initiatives 

intended to make such disclosure mandatory, especially concerning companies that operate in 

countries with high levels of corruption in public and private sectors (Healy & Serafeim, 2020). 

 Corruption can be classified as systematic and venal (Wallis, 2006). Systematic 

corruption occurs when political groups gain control of governments and create rents by 

limiting entry into valuable economic activities. Hence, politics corrupt economics, creating a 

coalition to favor political parties or other representatives. Venal corruption arises when 

economics corrupts politics; for example, when companies bribe officials to grant them 
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contracts and access privileged information, or when companies or their shareholders donate 

to candidates willing to provide such benefits. 

The next section discusses how literature and standards address related parties so as to 

understand why political systems based on multipartisanship facilitate RPT use for tunneling 

and perpetrating corruption in the public sector. 

  

4.3 RELATED PARTIES: LITERATURE AND STANDARDS 
 
4.3.1 Literature Review 
 

 
Although related parties are frequently used for inflating profits, return on equity, 

earnings management (Ming & Wong, 2003; 2010), and for tunneling (Moscariello, 2012), 

RPTs are not necessarily fraudulent. Under the supervision of a well-designed corporate 

governance mechanism, their impact on corporate value can be lessened (Chen & Chien, 2011). 

RPTs are an important competitive factor in developing countries with poor 

infrastructure and poor-quality suppliers (Fisman & Khanna, 2004). Nonetheless, as RPTs can 

alter the reliability of financial statements, they reduce the effectiveness of contracts designed 

to reduce agency conflicts (Kohlbeck & Mayhew, 2004), and their frequent use reduces 

accounting information comparability (Lee, Kang, Lee, & Park, 2016). Additionally, RPTs 

may exclusively serve the interests of major shareholders or managers, negatively impacting 

controlled companies' operating results (Chen, Chen, & Chen, 2009) and expropriating wealth 

from minority shareholders (Berkman, Cole, & Fu, 2009; Cheung, Rau, & Stouraitis, 2006). 

Studies have shown that in highly concentrated ownership structures—such as state-

controlled enterprises (SCEs) or government business enterprises (GBEs)—the controller can 

conduct tunneling through related parties by diverting cash flow or transferring long-term 

assets at less than market value (Aharony, Wang, & Yuan, 2010; Cheung et al., 2006; 

Friedman, Johnson, & Mitton, 2003; Ming & Wong, 2003). 
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While there is research concerning the private sector, the focus is narrower in the public 

sector. Few studies have considered RPTs in SCEs, claiming that they lead to overinvestment 

(Su, Fung, & Yau, 2013) and high risks when used for achieving policy objectives, such as 

keeping inflation low by controlling SCEs' prices, to the detriment of regulation or taxation 

(Milhaupt & Pargendler, 2018). Hence, SCEs' executives demand higher-quality internal 

controls to improve transparency and corporate governance (Tong, Wang, & Xu, 2014). 

However, RPTs impact the public sector and should thus be studied beyond SCEs. 

Concealing RPTs in government entities may aim to obscure incumbents' transactions, to the 

detriment of taxpayers (Vilela, 2012). Furthermore, RPTs may influence entities' operations, 

generate agreements at non–arm's length terms and conditions, and expose the entity to risks, 

advantaging one party over another ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 19], IPSASB, 2018); hence, non–arm's length 

RPTs impair market competition. Moreover, due to the decreased attention from creditors and 

investors on government entities, financial statement fraud detection tends to be lower in the 

public than in the private sector (Stalebrink & Sacco, 2007), necessitating improved 

surveillance from audit institutions and control bodies. 

4.3.2 Accounting and Auditing Standards Review 
 

Besides the lack of research on related parties in the public sector, standard setters also 

place more emphasis on the private sector. International Accounting Standard (IAS) 24 

exempts reporting entities from disclosing RPTs with entities controlled, jointly controlled, or 

significantly influenced by the state ([IAS 24 ¶ 25], IASB, 2009). For the auditing related party 

standard, ISA 550, entities that are commonly controlled by the state are only considered 

related parties when they engage in significant transactions or share significant resources with 

the state ([ISA 550 ¶ 10(c)], IAASB, 2018). This is also endorsed by ISSAI 1550, the related 

party standard for supreme audit institutions (INTOSAI, 2009). 
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IPSAS 20, issued in 2002 as an adaption of IAS 24, defines related parties based on 

whether one controls or significantly influences the other. Therein, related parties are (a) 

entities that control, or are controlled by, the reporting entity; (b) associates; (c) individuals 

owning an interest in the reporting entity that gives them significant influence over the entity; 

(d) key management personnel; and (e) entities in which any individual or key management 

personnel hold a substantial ownership interest. In addition, close members of the family of (c) 

and (d) are also considered related parties ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 4], IPSASB, 2018).  

A gap in IPSAS 20 lies in its narrow definition of significant influence, which refers to 

"the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of an entity, but not 

control those policies" ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 4], IPSASB, 2018). This aligns with IPSAS 36, 

Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures, where influence comprises: (a) representation 

on the board of directors or equivalent governing body; (b) participation in policy-making 

processes; (c) material transactions between entities within an economic entity; (d) interchange 

of managerial personnel; or (e) provision of essential technical information ([IPSAS 20 ¶ 4; 36 

¶ 12], IPSASB, 2018). 

The adoption of IPSAS 20, based on the IAS 24, should be taken with parsimony. The 

public sector has essential differences from the private sector. Government entities have 

stakeholders with different needs and features, which potentially influence their decision 

making and to whom they must be accountable and responsive. Furthermore, the public sector 

is significantly affected by political orientations, affecting decision–making processes, 

strategies and actions (Grossi & Steccolini, 2015). 

Therefore, significant influence may encompass a broad set of actors than those defined 

at IPSAS 20, such as political party affiliates; suppliers and donors to election campaigns; and 

public servants other than key management personnel. Hence, a broader definition of 

significant influence should facilitate audit institutions to improve the monitoring of RPTs and 
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to prevent the tunneling of public resources and anti-competitive practices that lead to 

clientelism, impairing the market function and economic the development (Hicken, 2011) 

 

4.4 THE BRAZILIAN POLITICAL SYSTEM AND SOCIAL NETWORKS 
 

 

Since the empirical analysis performed in this study is based on a case study from a 

Brazilian municipality, this section describes the role played by political parties and social 

networks in the political system and in public and private sector relationships within the 

Brazilian local governments, which provide the basis for the propositions formulated. 

 

4.4.1 Political Parties 
 

After almost two decades of bipartisanship, the political system that emerged in Brazil 

with the political reform in 1979 fragmented the political parties. In the first three years post-

reform, seven political parties were created; from 1985–1988, 27 new political parties were 

registered at the Superior Electoral Court (TSE). This may be explained by the high activity of 

party elites in rearranging political forces post-reform, and by the new political and institutional 

scenario during the re-democratization period in Brazil (Ferreira, Batista, & Stabile, 2008).  

Furthermore, permissive partisan and electoral legislation until 1994 encouraged the 

creation of new political parties post-reform. From 1985–1992, political parties could run in 

elections without having a definitive register at the Superior Electoral Court (Nicolau, 1996). 

An important resolution to limit partisan fragmentation is the partisan barrier clause, which 

impedes political parties from acting without achieving a minimum voting percentual in the 

previous election (Cruz, 2015).  

In Brazil, the partisan barrier clause was first created with the political reform in 1979 

and reinforced by Act 9096/1995, which established that a political party would only be 

allowed to operate if it achieved a 5% threshold of valid votes at the National Congress 
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elections in at least one-third of the states. However, the clause was judged unconstitutional in 

2006 before its implementation (STF, 2006). Only in 2017, by an amendment to the Brazilian 

Federal Constitution (Constitutional Amendment 97/2017), this issue was resolved; only 

political parties that achieve at least 1.5%12 of valid votes, distributed in at least one-third of 

states, can access public resources; in June 2020 these resources were defined as US$361 

million (TSE, 2020a).13 

Resources are crucial in Brazilian elections. Hence, while there is an incentive to receive 

resources, limiting access thereto indirectly limits political parties' creation. Nevertheless, 33 

political parties are regularly registered at the Superior Electoral Court (TSE, 2020b). 

 

4.4.2 Political System 
Partisan fragmentation has the severe consequence of voter multipartisanship. As most 

political parties lack unique ideologies, voters rarely identify with any party (Samuels, 2006). 

Hence, the political party in Brazil with the greatest identification is attached to only 10.9% of 

voters (ESEB, 2018). This entails a severe consequence: politicians depend not on their 

propositions to win elections, but on campaign resources (Samuels, 2001). 

 The political system in Brazil allows candidates and donors to create strong networks 

and important commitments to one another. Career politicians are common, and many move 

between positions at municipal, state, and federal levels. Hence, donors follow them throughout 

their careers and exploit their influence over the spending decisions of different governments 

(Samuels, 2003). Donor fidelity to candidates may be profitable in the long run: public-works 

corporations that donate to winning candidates from the dominant political party see substantial 

contract increases-equating to at least 14 times their contributions (Boas, Hidalgo, & Richards., 

2014).  

 
12 This barrier clause will increase to 3% of valid votes at the 2030 elections. 
13 June 1, 2020: US$ 1 = R$ 5.633. 
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To curb favoritism, since the 2016 elections, donations from corporations have been 

forbidden in Brazil (Act 13165/2015). Now, financial inputs to electoral campaigns must come 

from candidates' own resources; individuals; political parties and other candidates; sales of 

goods or services, or events held directly by the candidate or the political party; and campaigns' 

financial applications (TSE, 2016a). This rule impacted the municipal elections even in 2016, 

making individual donors the most relevant (TSE, 2016b). However, donations from 

corporations were also forbidden during 1971–1997, and corruption scandals emerged at that 

time, such as the case of PC Farias/Collor de Mello in the 1989 presidential elections and 

Paubrasil in the state and city of São Paulo elections in 1990 and 1992, respectively. In both 

cases, candidates received donations indirectly from corporations (Speck, 2012). 

Individual donations also became vital for political campaigns in the 2018 general 

elections, representing a higher contribution than candidates' own resources (US$154 million 

versus US$123 million). However, the main individual donors were owners or key 

management personnel of major corporations (TSE, 2018a), suggesting that the political 

system had already adapted to the new law. Hence, the prohibition of donations from 

corporations does not change the possible incidence of favoritism in post-election contracts. It 

just reinforces the importance of political parties as those that detain most of the campaign 

resources; in 2018 elections, US$465 million14 in public funds were approved for political 

parties distribute among their candidates. 

Nonetheless, some particularities in the 2018 Brazilian presidential elections should be 

noted. A candidate with an anti-establishment discourse was elected. His campaign expenses 

of US$672,000 were 15 times lower than those of the candidate who also disputed the run-off 

elections, and 23 times lower than the former president's candidate, from the largest Brazilian 

party, who achieved only 1.2% of valid votes (TSE, 2018a). However, the elected candidate 

 
14 2018: US$ 1 = R$ 3.6542 
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received twice the private donations of the candidate who lost the run-off elections (US$1.1 

million15 vs. US$476,000). In contrast, the former president's candidate was responsible for all 

of his campaign resources (US$15.6 million). Hence, while resources did not define the 2018 

presidential elections, donors still supported the candidate who had led the election polls. 

Also, it is notable that, historically, relatively few individuals have contributed to 

political campaigns in Brazil. In 2018, only 0.14% of the voting population (147 million) 

donated, and there is a good reason to believe that many candidates had business commitments 

with the main donors: 20% of the total amount donated by individuals in that election was 

made by only 1.2% of individual donors (TSE, 2018a). 

 

4.4.3 Social Networks 
 

The high concentration of donations and public resources in elections favor the emergence of 

dense social networks between donors, politicians and political parties. Dense social networks 

are small, stable, and closed, with few external contacts and a high degree of cohesion (Kreager 

et al., 2015). The dense social network in Brazilian politics makes implicit contracts more 

credible and visible (Samuels, 2001). 

However, dense networks lead to redundancy, and thus, they are more effective for 

control and sanctioning than for the quality of information (Stokman. 2001). In social networks, 

under structural holes theory, information and resources are more valuable if they are accessed 

by a few people in low-density networks, who are connected to the right person through whom 

privileged information and resources flow (Burt, 1992). Hence, when political parties and few 

individuals, or (previously) corporations account for supporting electoral campaigns, they 

leverage their social capital—defined by Lin, Burt, and Cook (2001) as resources embedded in 

 
15 The elected candidate collected 91.6% of donations to his campaign via crowdfunding. 
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a social structure that are accessed and mobilized for purposive actions. In this case, such 

leverage comes from supporting winning candidates that hold these resources.  

Embedded resources facilitate information flow through social ties in strategic locations, 

providing individuals with useful information about opportunities, such as in public tenders or 

contracts with the public sector. Having access to resources in advance provides various 

benefits that are unavailable to those at the network periphery (Ibarra, 1993; Ibarra & Andrews, 

1993) and, according to resource dependence theory (Pfeffer & Salancick, 2003), power is 

often attributed to individuals who are most effective in accessing highly valuable resources. 

The dominance of career politicians allows them to accrue these resources as they move 

between legislative mandates indefinitely, or through executive mandates during two terms of 

four years based on reelection (Samuels, 2003). Moreover, the quality of the relation between 

network actors strengthens ties and set expectations (Moran, 2005), and the Brazilian political 

system favors the creation of these networks between politicians and donors. 

Due to the potential long-term nature of candidate–donor relationships, each actor can 

sanction the other if he or she reneges on an agreement (Boas et al., 2014; Samuels, 2001). If 

one actor does something to favor the other, an obligation arises between them (Coleman, 

1988), which strengthens their ties. Thus, donors expect to see equivalent returns (Boas et al., 

2014; Samuels, 2001, 2003), giving them influence over the winning candidate via privileged 

information.  

Alongside the relationship between candidates and donors, the relationship with political 

parties is relevant. A political party is a social network, formed via the integration and cohesion 

of a group of people that accrue social capital and share resources, gain commitment, and 

expect compensation. In Brazil, political parties' resources increased in value following the 

prohibition of corporate donations, strengthening candidates' dependence on political parties. 
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In 2018 the largest Brazilian party had access to US$63 million, of which each candidate 

received up to US$550,000 for their campaign (TSE 2018b). Furthermore, candidates can 

move from one party to another only during a 15-day timeframe during election years (Act 

13165/2015). In addition, individuals may also donate to political parties. Therefore, when a 

candidate receives resources from a political party, significant influence is exercised over that 

candidate if they are elected. 

Besides political parties, legislators also hold power. Democratic political systems based 

on multiparty presidentialism, as in Brazil, typically reduce the efficiency of the executive–

legislative relationship, necessitating coalition (Mainwaring, 1993). Multipartisanship 

weakens social networks between executive and legislative branches because of the multitude 

of actors representing different political parties in Congress, state legislative houses, and city 

councils.  

Because relations become fragmented, a coalition is needed for governing (Batista, 2013; 

Pereira, Bertholini, & Raile, 2016). However, coalitions impair the checks-and-balances 

mechanism between the executive and legislative branches required to maintain democracy 

(Frey, 1994; Gerring & Thacker, 2004; Pereira, Power, & Raile, 2008; Timmermans, 2006). 

That enhances the power of the legislative main actors (president, vice president, and main 

commission members), giving them significant influence over decisions made by the 

government (Arretche & Rodden, 2004; Figueiredo & Limongi Neto, 2008). 

Lastly, campaign suppliers are also essential during elections. In Brazilian elections, 

campaign resources are more important than propositions (Samuels, 2001), so candidates and 

political parties make significant investments. In 2018, campaign suppliers received US$860 

million, and many received individual sums above US$1 million (TSE, 2018a). Hence, campaign 

suppliers should also be considered as related parties to winning candidates. 
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Therefore, based on the social network relationship in the Brazilian political system and 

the significant influence exercised by the main actors-donors and campaign suppliers, political 

parties, and legislators—we set: 

Proposition 1. The government creates a highly connected social network with members 

of the legislative power, donors, campaign suppliers, and those affiliated with the 

dominant political parties. 

Brazilian public servants follow an ethics code based on the equilibrium between the 

legality and purpose of administrative acts (Decree 1171/1994). Their services are a 

professional practice that must be separated from private life, without acting for their own 

benefits. Therefore, some laws have been enacted to improve ethics and governance in the 

Brazilian public sector. 

Act 12813/2013 regulates matters concerning conflicts of interest, forbidding public 

servants from exercising consultancy, advisory, advocacy, or intermediary activities for private 

interests in any government entity, or acting to benefit themselves or any member of their 

family. However, that act only affects ministers and equivalents, key management personnel, 

and public servants with privileged information. Public servants are generally affected by the 

Administrative Improbity act, which provides guidelines for avoiding illicit enrichment of 

public servants (Act 8429/1992).  

Hence, public servants should be considered related parties to the government entities 

for which they work. Thus, we set:  

Proposition 2. As public servants have privileged information, they have access to 

contracts in government entities independent of their political connections. 

Due to public servant's privileged information, the long-term nature of candidate–donor 

relationships, the necessary coalition among the executive, legislative and political parties, and 
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the importance of campaign suppliers, we expect that they are favored in transactions with 

government entities. As a proxy to analyze favoritism, we defined the elapsed time between 

verification and payment, and we set the following hypotheses:  

Hypothesis 1. Related parties have more favorable payment terms than unrelated parties.  

Hypothesis 2. Favoritism in payment terms has a direct relation to campaign donors, 

campaign suppliers, political party affiliation and public servants. 

 The above-detailed environment of weak regulation concerning RPTs in the public 

sector, a political system that favors government–private agent collusion for tunneling 

activities, and the established propositions and hypotheses form the basis for the case study 

described below.  

4.5 CASE STUDY 
 

The Information Access Act of November 2011 determines that government entities 

disclose updated transactions via the Internet in various open and structured machine-readable 

formats (Act 12527/2011). This act facilitated the emergence of governmental big data in 

Brazil, which can be accessed by any citizen or institution. 

Access to this information improves 'sufficiency to auditors,' which is a measure of audit 

evidence quantity and is affected by the risk of material misstatement – or the risk associated 

with the control – and the quality of audit evidence obtained (Auditing Standards [AS 1105 ¶ 

5] PCAOB, 2017). Theoretically, auditors should have access to all necessary information, but 

this is not the case in reality. Therefore, big data can provide additional information when 

traditional audit evidence is deficient, as in fraud cases. Big data can help in assessing audit 

evidence reliability, because it is difficult to tamper, especially when generated on a real-time 

basis (Yoon, Hooguin, & Zhang, 2015).  
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However, such access also facilitates sousveillance (Mann, 2004), wherein citizens 

monitor governing bodies from below, following an armchair-audit approach (Cameron, 2010). 

Hence, assuming responsibility and pressuring political objectives to deliver welfare (Miller & 

Rose, 1990; Rose, 1996). Nonetheless, citizens usually lack the skills to analyze governmental 

data, particularly since Web portals with governmental open analytics data are seldom user 

friendly (Kozlowski, Issa, & Appelbaum, 2018). Additionally, financial statement fraud 

detection tends to be lower in the public than the private sector (Stalebrink & Sacco, 2007), 

and research has shown that governmental auditing in Brazil is ceremonial, legalistic, and 

superficial (Azevedo, de Aquino, Lino, & Cavalmoretti, 2019; Cesário, Cardoso, & Aranha, 

2020; Lino, de Carvalho, de Aquino, & de Azevedo, 2019), or supreme audit institutions (SAI) 

exercise a pedagogical function (Willeman, 2017) and guides auditees to apply good practices 

of internal control (Hazgui, 2016). Therefore, this section provides a model to identify RPTs 

in government entities based on a comprehensive definition of related parties that includes 

donors and suppliers to political campaigns, political party affiliates, legislators, and public 

servants. 

 

4.5.1 Methods 
 

To test our propositions and hypotheses, we built an artifact to perform an armchair audit 

of a Brazilian municipality, where political power changed in 2013, and none of these 

researchers had any previous relationship or conflicts of interest with that city.   

Although we analyzed data collected from government open data portals and through 

the Information Access Act, considering the sensitivity of the results presented and its potential 

usage for political purposes, we decided to maintain the municipality anonymously. Hence, we 

do not disclose the name of politicians, their parties, donors and election suppliers, public 

servants nor municipality's creditors or their shareholders.  
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The analyzed municipality is subjected to the same budgetary, accounting, fiscal 

responsibility, transparency, conflicts of interest, improbity, bidding and contract laws and 

regulations that also bind all 5,570 municipalities in Brazil. This municipality is reasonably 

similar to the other 306 large-sized Brazilian municipalities (more than 100,000 inhabitants) – 

its net recurrent revenue per capita is on the fourth quartile, and its ratio total personnel 

expenditure by net recurrent revenue is on the third quartile.  

Because political parties are key nodes to the municipality's social network, we present 

a brief description of the three most relevant political parties to the analyzed case study. Party 

A is a large political party in Brazil. The former mayor of the analyzed municipality, in charge 

until 2012, was affiliated to party A. At that time, the newly elected mayor came from a small 

party in opposition to the predecessor from party A. However, in 2015, one year before his 

reelection, he then joined the party A, where he stayed until the end of 2019. Party B is a 

medium-sized party that dominated the politics in the municipality until 2007 when the former 

mayor joined party A. Furthermore, party B participated in the political coalition in 2016 that 

reelected the actual mayor. Party C is a small-sized party, where the council president of the 

municipality was affiliated until the beginning of 2020. 

In this changing political environment, we looked for the existence of a social network 

between the municipality creditors and the local political power, including the mayor, his 

secretariats, the influential council members, public servants, and commissioned employees at 

local government entities. Also, campaign donors, suppliers to political campaigns, and 

affiliated to influential political parties were included in this investigation.  

Data were collected from four sources: the municipality transparency portal, the city 

council website, the electoral court database, and the Brazilian tax authority database. The first 

data set comprised all journal entries during five years with the municipality (2015–2019), 

encompassing the town hall itself, dependent funds (i.e., Fund for Health, Fund for 
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Transportation), the city council, and three SCEs. To collect data, a robotic process automation 

(RPA) was created based on a Python script, and it is available at Mendeley Data.16 Using the 

RPA, we collected 131,855 journal entries (commitments, verifications and payments, 

described in table 4.1) from the municipality transparency portal, which would otherwise have 

entailed thousands of human actions.  

First, the RPA opened a Web browser and visited the municipality transparency portal, 

completed a form with predetermined times (e.g., for 2019, the RPA completed three fields: 

2019, January 1, 2019, and December 31, 2019) and clicked on the 'generate' button. A page 

then opened, showing the first 100 creditors of that year. Information from that page was 

downloaded and used as a control for the RPA, in case the script needed to be restarted (e.g., 

due to Internet connection failure). 

The RPA clicked on each creditor on the page. Each time this was done, the website 

opened a second page with a summary of all commitments made by the municipality to that 

creditor. The RPA clicked on each commitment, opening another page with information about 

the commitment, verifications, and payments. The RPA then web crawled the data and saved 

the information.17 

This data-collection procedure was repeated for every creditor in each year from 2015–

2019, many of which with several commitments, verifications, and payments. Among the data 

collected was the creditors' tax identification; this was used in a second step, with another 

Python script, to collect from the Brazilian tax authority database information about the 

 
16 While this RPA is specific for application to the municipality transparency portal, parts of the Python script 
may be adapted and used to similar applications. 
17 Because of structure differences within the website, data collection proceeded in two steps: first, the RPA 
downloaded all commitment information from 2015–2019; second, the RPA was adapted to download all 
verification and payment information from those years. Both Python scripts are available at Mendeley Data. 
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creditors' shareholders. This information was saved and combined with that gathered from 

other sources. 

One such source was the town hall website, where we collected information about the 

secretariats and the municipality public servants and commissioned employees. Thereafter, 

using the city council website, we collected the same information about public servants and 

commissioned employees. As information concerning council members, except more recent 

ones, was unavailable, this was requested based on the Information Access Act. 

Finally, from the electoral court database, we collected information about the 2012 and 

2016 municipality elections, concerning donors and suppliers of the mayor's campaigns in both 

years, as well as of the council members that occupied the general assembly council or the 

main commissions18 from 2015–2019. Additionally, we collected information about donors 

and suppliers to the vice mayor and to the same council members that ran for state and federal 

deputy elections in the 2014 and 2018 elections. From the same database, we collected 

information about political party affiliation from influential parties in the municipality, which 

we previously defined as either being the political party of the mayor, the party coalitions that 

elected him in both elections or of the council members that occupied important positions on 

the city council from 2015–2019. Descriptive data are shown in Table 4.1. 

One frequent issue with using big data is that it is typically unstructured, and integration 

is challenging (Kozlowski et al., 2018; Worthy, 2015). Thus, we built a relational databank 

based on Structured Query Language (SQL). In this phase, journal entries were joined, and 

only those that resulted in verifications and payments were considered, totaling 51,373 

transactions. 

 
18 Main commissions include: Justice, Legislation, and Fundamental Guarantees; Finance, Budget, Planning, and 
Taxes; Development, Industry, and Commerce; and Construction, Services, and Urban Planning. 
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After organizing the data in a structured database, our analysis proceeded in two steps, 

described henceforth. 

TABLE 4.1: Descriptive Data 

 

Notes: Creditor observations are the number of entities or individuals to which the municipality assigned any commitment(s) 

from 2015-2019; verifications and payments are the number of accounting records for each of these; all other observations are 

based on the number of individuals (campaign suppliers also include individuals and firms in 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2018 

elections, whereas campaign donors only include firms in 2012 and 2014 elections because of changing in the electoral law). 

 

4.5.2 Social Network Analysis 
 

The first step comprised identifying previous relationships between creditors and the 

municipality using social network analysis (SNA) to test proposition 1.  

Hence, in this part, we investigate the existence of politically connected entities and 

individuals in a highly connected social network, composed of members of the legislative 

Municipality N
Creditors 3,256

Comittements 27,041
Verifications 50,345

Payments 54,469
Contracts 1,591

Mayor, Vice Mayors and Secretariats 45
Public Servants/Commissioned Employees 20,235

City Council N
Council members—General Assemby/Main comissions 22

Public Servants/Commissioned Employees 407

Electoral Court N
Campaing Donors 617

Campaign Suppliers 1,622
Political Party Affiliation (20 Parties) 15,574

Tax Authority N
Creditors´ Shareholders Information 4,038
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power, the mayor, donors, campaign suppliers, and those affiliated with the dominant political 

parties. 

Politically connected entities have access to an array of benefits from governments 

(Dinç, 2005; Faccio et al., 2006; Johnson & Mitton, 2003; Khwaja & Mian, 2005), and our aim 

in this part was to investigate a network of politically connected firms for the subsequent 

analysis of favoritism. Hence, if a politically connected social network exists, that would lead 

to favoritism, which will be tested in the second part of this study as hypotheses 1 and 2. 

We look for close relations to incumbents on top of Faccio's (2016) definition of 

"closely related to a top official." Although the author has an ambiguous definition to that, we 

objectively define that these relations in our case study. 

Relationships could be with the mayor, municipality secretariats and vice mayor, and 

influential council members19 as key management personnel. Those close related to these "top 

officials' in our definition are campaign donors, campaign suppliers, affiliated to an influential 

political party, and public servant/commissioned employee. If one of these relationships 

existed, the creditor was classified as a related party. Hence, all such connections were tracked. 

To perform this analysis, we wrote a query for each group of possible connections using 

the DB Browser for SQLite. For instance, the first query looked for the connections between 

creditors', shareholders', and donors' databases. The subsequent query looked for the same 

relation between creditors and shareholders, but this time with political party affiliation, and 

so forth. 

Each group of connections found generated a .csv file, which was checked for 

consistency and merged into two separate Excel files: one with 247 nodes and the other with 

 
19 Influential council members are those that participated either in the council board or the main commissions 
from 2015–2019. 
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263 edges (connections). These Excel files were then used at Gephi software to perform the 

SNA of the related parties found.  

Because political connections are based on commitments and retributions (Coleman, 

1988); that is, by joining a political party, social capital is acquired, while ties strengthened and 

expectations are set (Moran, 2005), edges in this research are undirected, representing mutual 

relationships between the nodes. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.1: Connected Components 

 

The first analysis concerns the connected components, which are presented in Figure 

4.1.  It is possible to see that most of the network is connected (78.95%), represented by the 

blue nodes which are linked to the other nodes within the network through de edges. Some of 

the edges are larger, which indicates recurrent connections, such as repeated donations from 
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one-year election to another (e.g., nodes 11 and 99)20, or repeated elections supply (e.g., nodes 

262 and 190). That shows the long-term relationship in politics, where career politicians accrue 

resources through mandates (Samuels, 2003), strengthening ties and setting expectations with 

those that support them (Boas et al., 2014; Samuels, 2001). 

In figure 4.1, it is also possible to see only a few pairs (and some triads) of nodes, 

represented by grey nodes, peripheral to the network in this figure. However, although the 

network is highly connected, its density21 is extremely low = 0.009. That eliminates 

redundancy, and, according to Burt's (1992) structural holes theory, information, and resources 

are more valuable in such networks. Hence, those that participate in this network may have 

access to information that is not available to most of the municipality creditors, which could 

lead to favoritism that will be tested in the second part of this study (hypothesis 1). 

Figure 4.2 presents the identification of each node22 and shows their centrality degree, 

calculated based on the number of the edges that connect that node to other nodes. The higher 

the number of connected edges, the bigger the centrality degree of the node, represented in this 

figure by the size attributed to it. As in figure 4.1, recurrent campaign donations (yellow edges) 

and campaign supply (green edges) are weighted. Hence, thicker edges represent recurrent 

campaign donations or supply in different elections. 

The node that has the higher centrality degree is the id 172 attributed to the party A, 

which demonstrates its importance in this network with more connections (edges) than the 

other nodes, with many affiliates connect to this network. Besides the party A being a large 

 
20 Nodes´ ids numbers were randomly attributed. Hence, the ids numbers have no relation with the registered 
number of a political party or of an incumbent at the Brazilian electoral court. 
21 In an undirected network with n nodes and e edges, the density formula is:  

(Golbeck, 2013). 
22 Nodes with no color are those creditors´ shareholders that are not included in any of the other groups, but has 
political connections is this network either through party affiliation, or campaign donation or campaign supply. 
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political party in Brazil, it also has importance in this municipality; the mayor was reelected in 

2016 affiliated to the party A, and half of the board council members were affiliated to it until 

the end of 2019. 

 

FIGURE 4.2: Identified nodes and edges, and centrality degree 

 

 

Besides, the mayor (id 11) also has a high centrality degree, demonstrating his strength 

within the network. Furthermore, some of his connections with donors and campaign suppliers 

are recurrent during elections. They accompanied the candidate from 2012 to 2016 election, 

demonstrating the long–term nature of candidate–donor relationships (Boas et al., 2014; 

Samuels, 2001). 
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In figure 4.2, it is possible to identify those peripheral pairs showed in figure 1 as 

public servants (red dots) who are shareholders of some creditors of the municipality (blue 

dots). This indicates that public servants have access to contracts independent of their political 

connections. However, as they are impeded to have business relationships with the government 

entities they work for, according to Act 12813/2013, because of access to privileged 

information, they should be considered as related parties, confirming proposition 2. 

Another finding in figure 4.2 is that party B (id 210) has a degree centrality just below 

the party A’s and the mayor’s. It dominated the politics in the municipality until 2007 when 

the former mayor joined the party A. Furthermore, it participated in the party coalition in 2016 

that reelected the actual mayor. Still, party B is relevant to a cluster that is evidenced in figure 

4.3. 

Figure 4.3 shows that the party B (id 210) cluster is not merged with the other clusters. 

Rather, it connects to the other clusters throw another political party, the party C (id 45, brown 

node), which was the council president's party until the beginning of 2020.  

Figure 4.3 shows the betweenness centrality of the nodes, which is one of the most 

frequently used centrality measures. It captures the importance of a node in the flow of 

information from one part of the network to another, measuring the number of times a node 

acts as a bridge on the shortest paths between the nodes in the network (Golbeck, 2013). This 

measure reinforces Burt’s (1992) structural hole theory when some nodes, as described below, 

are vital for the flow of information, such as in this social network. 

Therefore, this figure demonstrates the importance of some nodes, such as party C 

(brown node), connecting information from the central part of the network with nodes that are 

connected with party B. 
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FIGURE 4.3: Betweenness centrality 

 

Party A (id 172) is the node with the highest between centrality (CB = 8,990.72), once 

more demonstrating the importance of political parties among politically connected people. It 

is also worth highlighting that one council member (id 161) has a high betweenness centrality 

(CB = 5,790.81), similar to the party C (CB = 5,600,03) and the mayor (CB = 5,243,51). This 

council member, from party A, occupies a seat at the council board member and participates 

in important commissions such as the Constitution, Justice and Fundamental Rights, and the 

Development, Industry and Commerce commissions. Therefore, figure 4.3 shows that 

connections between political parties and influential incumbents are essential for the flow of 

information within the network. The next part of this study tests whether political party 

affiliation to dominant parties leads to favoritism in contracts (hypothesis 2). 
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 Finally, we searched for communities (clusters) within the network, using the Louvain 

algorithm provided by Gephi, which uses a multi-level aggregation method to partition the 

network into communities. There, nodes are strongly related to each other inside the 

community and weakly connected to nodes in other communities (Blondel, Guillaume, 

Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008). In Figure 4.4, the four most dense communities are highlighted.  

FIGURE 4.4: Modularity Class 

 

 

 

 In blue, there is the community related to the mayor (id 11), which comprehends 

14.17% of the nodes. In red, there is the community related to the party A (id 172), containing 

11.74% of the nodes. The community related to party B (id 210), in green, comprehends 

11.34% of the nodes, as well as the yellow community, containing 11.34% of the nodes, which 

comprises many council members (ids 36, 148, 155, 160, 252 and 262). These four 
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communities, altogether, comprehends almost half of the network (48.65% of the nodes). That 

latter analysis demonstrates that, despite a low-density network, there are groups of influence 

within the network led by the mayor, influential political parties and council members that 

should be monitored as related parties. 

 In short, the municipality creditors’ SNA, classified as related parties because of their 

political connections, showed a highly connected network between donors, suppliers to 

political campaigns and affiliated to political parties, with some very important actors: the 

mayor, the two dominant political parties in the municipality during the last 20 years and a 

community comprehending many of the council members. Therefore, we confirm proposition 

1. 

 
 4.5.3 Favoritism Analysis 

The second step of our analysis comprehended verifying favoritism in transactions, by 

comparing payment terms for creditors classified as related parties versus unrelated parties. 

Payment terms were calculated based on the elapsed time from the verification date to the 

payment date. To perform that, first, we filtered from the database, using a SQL query, those 

expenses with third-parties whose transactions were comparable to the RPTs: consumption 

materials, services, and capital expenses, and remain owed expenses23 that included any of the 

former.  

Hence, personnel expenses, including salaries, social contributions, and reimbursed 

expenses, which comprised 27% of the original dataset, were not considered. Also, debts, 

interests, amortization and bank expenses that comprised 9% of the dataset were not considered 

as well. Moreover, transactions between government entities, within and outside the 

municipality, many of them a monopoly, such as the public pension fund, the electricity, and 

 
23 Remain owed expenses are those budgetary expenses that were not paid in the same fiscal year their 
commitments were issued. 
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the water and sewage companies, were not considered. They are related parties per se and 

would bias the conclusions. That represented 17% of the original dataset. 

Therefore, from the original 51,373 transactions, a total of 24,301 transactions were 

used in the favoritism analysis.  

Before testing hypothesis 1, we checked for the parametric assumptions of the model 

to test for homoskedasticity and the normality distribution of the sample. First, we performed 

a Bonferroni test to check for the same variance of the error terms. However, the test rejected 

the homoskedasticity (χ2 = 142.78, p<.001). After that, we performed a White test, which 

confirmed the heteroskedasticity (χ2 = 1344.57, p<.001), and indicated a high skewness on the 

distribution of the residuals (Skewness: 889.97, Kurtosis: 194.33, p< 0.001). 

Dividing the sample in two – RPTs and non–RPTs – the same skewness is seen (Figure 

4.5). Hence, to test hypothesis 1, which states that related parties have better payment terms 

than unrelated parties, we performed a t-test for unequal variances to check the differences 

between the means for the RPTs and the non-RPTs groups. Table 4.2 shows the descriptive 

statistics and the t-test performed for hypothesis 1.  

FIGURE 4.5: Distribution Histogram 
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4.5.3.1 Hypothesis 1 – Test 
 

Panel A in Table 4.2 shows means and descriptive statistics for the full sample (both 

RPTs and non–RPTs), as well as subgroups of type of expenses. From 2015–2018, payment 

terms in the municipality had a mean of 14.48 days but reaching up to 292 days. Remain owed 

expenses were those paid in the shortest average time. 

Panel B shows only RPTs. Henceforth, RPTs were paid in 11.32 days, on average, 

during the analyzed period. Remain owed expenses were also those paid in the shortest average 

time, but also consumption materials' payment term draws attention due to the short payment 

term. Panel C shows only non–RPTs, which were paid in 14.85 days, on average, and 

consumption materials are those that have higher payment terms. 

Panel D shows the mean differences between RPTs and non–RPTs. When considering 

all the 24,301 transactions for five years, RPTs have payment terms 23.76% lower than non–

RPTs (t = 6.807, p<.001).  Considering only consumption materials, payment terms are even 

lower for RPTs than for non–RPTs (Diff. Means = -58.33%, t = 10.397, p<.001). A large 

difference in payment terms for RPTs is also found when analyzing remain owed expenses 

(Diff. means = -62.48%, t = 6.098, p< .001). 

For services, which represent 82% of all RPTs found considering our comprehensive 

definition, payment terms are also lower than those for non–RPTs (Diff. Means = -10.77%, t 

= 2.446, p<0.05). However, for capital expenses that represent only 5% of the RPTs found, no 

significant difference was found. 

 Another relevant finding is that a higher proportion of payments are made on the same 

day of the verification for RPTs than for non–RPTs (column % Days = 0), either considering 

the overall expenses or per type of expense. 
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TABLE 4.2: Descriptive Statistics and Hypothesis 1 Test 

Panel A – Full Sample 

  

Panel B – Related Party Transactions (RPTs) 

 

Panel C – Unrelated Party Transactions (Non–RPTs) 

 

PANEL D – RPTs vs. Non-RPTs (Diff. Means and T-test) 

  

Notes: N is the number of the transaction. The full sample considers all transactions of this study, independent of being RPTs 

or non–RPTs. Consumption material includes any kind of goods acquired by the municipality (e.g., office supply, food supply). 

Services include a broad array of services (e.g., hardware maintenance, bus transportation, property rentals). Capital expenses 

N Min (days) Max (days) % Days = 0 Std. Error Mean (Days)

Full Sample 24,301 0.0 292 21.70% 0.18 14.48

Consumption Materials 6,183 0.0 260 12.31% 0.40 17.99
Services 15,107 0.0 292 24.16% 0.22 13.17
Capital Expenses 2,086 0.0 249 33.65% 0.76 16.64
Remaining Owed 925 0.0 230 17.30% 0.56 7.61

N Min (days) Max (days) % Days = 0 Std. Error Mean (Days)

RPTs 2,502 0.0 249 30.34% 0.48 11.32

Consumption Materials 265 0.0 111 18.87% 0.95 7.69
Services 2,060 0.0 248 31.31% 0.54 11.93
Capital Expenses 124 0.0 249 41.94% 2.95 12.54
Remaining Owed 53 0.0 19 22.64% 0.55 2.96

N Min (days) Max (days) % Days = 0 Std Error Mean (Days)

Non–RPTs 21,799 0.0 292 20.71% 0.20 14.85

Consumption Materials 5,918 0.0 260 12.01% 0.41 18.45
Services 13,047 0.0 292 23.03% 0.24 13.37
Capital Expenses 1,962 0.0 235 33.13% 0.79 16.89
Remaining Owed 872 0.0 230 16.97% 0.60 7.90

Diff.  Means T-test

RPTs vs. Non–RPTs -23.76% 6.807***

Consumption Materials -58.33% 10.397***
Services -10.77% 2.446**
Capital Expenses -25.77% 1.425
Remaining Owed -62.48% 6.098***

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1
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include equipment acquisition and public works contracts with private entities. Remained owed expenses are those budgetary 

expenses that were not paid in the same fiscal year their commitments were issued. 

 

 Therefore, based on payment terms' differences between RPTs and non–RPTs, we 

confirm hypothesis 1. 

4.5.3.2 Hypothesis 2 – Test 
 

 The second part of the favoritism analysis encompassed testing hypothesis 2: whether 

there is a direct relation in lower payment terms (our proxy for tunneling) with campaign 

donors, campaign suppliers, political party affiliation, and public servants. Hence, to test 

Hypothesis 2, we defined the following estimation model: 

Payment_Terms = β0 + β1Donor + β2C_Sup + β3Party + β4Servant + ctrl + ait+ e    (Equation 

1), 

where:  

• Payment_Terms is the elapsed time between the date of verifications and the date of 

payment. 

• Donor is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the creditor (or shareholder) was a campaign 

donor in 2012 or 2016 (municipal elections), or 2014 or 2018 (general elections24) to 

the mayor, vice mayor, and influential council members; and 0 otherwise. 

• C_Sup is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the creditor (or shareholder) was a campaign 

supplier in or 2016 (municipal elections), or 2014 or 2018 (general elections) to the 

mayor, vice mayor, and influential council members; and 0 otherwise. 

• Party is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the creditor is affiliated with an influential 

party,25 and 0 otherwise. 

 
24 Some council members as well as the vice mayor runned in the general elections for state and/or federal deputy. 
25 We defined influential parties as either the political party of the mayor, or the party coalition that elected him 
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• Servant is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the creditor (or shareholder) is a public servant 

or commissioned employee at the municipality, and 0 otherwise. 

• ctrl – are control variables: Legal entity equals to 1 if the creditor is a legal entity and 

0 if the creditor is an individual; payment amount is the log of the amount paid per 

transaction. 

•  ait – the analysis was modeled as a panel data, with year fixed effects (2015–2019) and 

type of expense fixed effects (consumption materials, services, capital expenses, and 

remain owed expenses). 

First, we examined the Pearson correlation between the variables and calculated the 

variance inflation factor, verifying no collinearity among them (Table 4.3).  

 

TABLE 4.3: Means, Standard Deviations, Min/Max, VIF and Correlations 

 
 

Because the transaction's payment terms distribution in this study does not comply with 

ordinary least squares (OLS) assumptions, we used a generalized Poisson regression model, 

which is suitable for both under-dispersed and over-dispersed samples and is used to model the 

number of events occurring within a given time interval (Consul & Famoye, 1992).   

We found that payment terms varied across the years within the municipality. From 

2015 to 2019, payment terms were reduced from 26.25 days on average to 2.28 days. Besides, 

as seen in table 4.2, there are differences based on type expenses. Hence, to control for these 

 
in the 2012 and 2016 elections, or that elected the council members that occupied important positions from 2015–
2019. 

Variables Mean Std Min Max VIF 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1- Payment term (days) 14.48 28.50 0 292 1.10 1.000
2 - Campaign Donor 0.02 0.13 0 1 1.15 -0.005 1.000
3 - Campaign Supplier 0.03 0.18 0 1 1.06 0.009 0.209 1.000
4 - Party Affiliation 0.06 0.23 0 1 1.06 -0.061 0.154 0.075 1.000
5 - Public Servant 0.02 0.14 0 1 1.10 -0.003 0.263 -0.012 0.144 1.000
6 - Legal Entity 0.78 0.42 0 1 1.12 -0.015 -0.017 0.044 0.130 0.046 1.000
7 - Payment Amount (log) 8.92 2.17 -4.61 16.00 1.12 -0.022 0.053 0.046 0.126 0.074 0.311 1.000
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covariates, the analysis was made as panel data using year and type of expense fixed effects. 

The results are presented in Table 4.4. 

Model 1 consider the controls, but not any fixed effect. On the one hand, there is a 

significant effect of a creditor (or shareholder) being a campaign supplier, however increasing 

the payment term (β = 0.154, SE = 0.063, p<0.05), what seems awkward. On the other hand, 

there is a highly significant effect of a creditor (or shareholder) being affiliated to a political 

party, reducing the payment term (β = -0.716, SE = 0.071, p<0.01). Being a campaign donor 

or a public servant/commissioned employee has no significant effect on model 1. Nonetheless, 

despite the model is highly significant (Wald χ2 = 121.46, p<0.01), it has very low power for 

explaining the relationships among the explanatory and dependent variables (Pseudo R2 = 

0.008). 

In model 2, time fixed effects are used, improving very much the model (Pseudo R2 = 

0.282, Wald χ2 = 9904.71, p<0.01), allowing us to draw better conclusions. In this model, 

being a campaign donor has a significant effect on reducing the payment terms (β = -0.164, SE 

= 0.081, p<0.05) whereas being affiliated to a political party has a highly significant effect on 

reducing the payment terms  (β = -0.636, SE = 0.066, p<0.01). With fixed year effects, being 

a campaign supplier has no significant effect, as well as being a public servant/commissioned 

employee. 

In model 3, besides time fixed effects, also the type of expense fixed effects is used. 

Results demonstrate robustness. The model improved again (Pseudo R2 = 0.293, Wald χ2 = 

10215.73, p<0.01) and being affiliated to a political party confirmed to be highly significant 

on reducing payment terms (β = -0.571, SE = 0.067, p<0.01), whereas being a donor to a 

political campaign confirmed to be significant (β = -0.175, SE = 0.082, p<0.05), as in the 
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previous model. However, being a campaign supplier or a public servant has no significant 

effect on payment terms. 

 

 

TABLE 4.4: Hypothesis 2 Test 

  

 

4.5.3.3 Alternative Explanation – Payment Frequency 
 To confront the results, we looked for an alternative explanation for lower payment 

terms. A possible explanation is that creditors that have more payment frequency with the 

municipality, hence a more continuous relationship, have lower payment terms. 

 Therefore, we ran models 4 and 5 with payment frequency as the explanatory variable 

for payment terms. In both models, we used the same control variables as in the previous 

models. Model 4 has no fixed effects, and model 5 has year and type of expense fixed effects. 

The results are shown in Table 4.5. 

 Without fixed effects payment frequency has a significant effect on reducing payment 

MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODEL 3
Campaign Donor 0.007 -0.164** -0.175**

(0.083) (0.081) (0.082)

Campaign Supplier 0.154** -0.033 0.052
(0.063) (0.061) (0.063)

Party Affiliation -0.716*** -0.636*** -0.571***
(0.071) (0.066) (0.067)

Public Servant/Comissioned Employee 0.096 -0.032 0.083
(0.098) (0.095) (0.096)

Constant 2.822 0.717 0.613
(0.049) (0.057) (0.084)

Fixed Effects (Year) No Yes Yes
Fixed Effects (Type of Expense) No No Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Robust Standard Errors Yes Yes Yes
Observations 24,301 24,301 24,301
Wald χ2 121.46*** 9904.71*** 10215.73***
Pseudo R-squared 0.008 0.282 0.293
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1
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terms (β = -0.005, SE = 0.001, p<0.01). However, besides a low magnitude effect, this model 

also has very low power for explaining this relationship (Pseudo R2 = 0.032, Wald χ2 = 49.94, 

p<0.01).  

 Therefore, after applying year and type of expense fixed effects in model 5, the power 

explanation improved significantly (Pseudo R2 = 0.255, Wald χ2 = 688.95, p<0.01). In this 

model, payment frequency has no significant relation with payment terms, reinforcing the 

findings concerning related parties in the previous models. 

 

TABLE 4.5: Hypothesis 2 – Alternative Explanation 

 
 

 

4.5.3.4 Robustness Test – Propensity Score Matching 
 

As a robustness test, we implemented a propensity score matching (PSM), which is 

used in observational studies, such as in this case, to reduce the bias due to confounds and 

estimate the average treatment effect (Rosembaum & Rubin, 1983). Propensity score has the 

advantage of reducing the dimensionality of matching to a single dimension (Abadies & 

Imbens, 2016). 

Therefore, we ran a PSM for each of the analyzed predictors (campaign donor, 

MODEL 4 MODEL 5
Paymennt Frequency -0.005*** -0.001

(0.001) (0.001)

Constant 1.380 1.079
(0.193) (0.203)

Fixed Effects (Year) No Yes
Fixed Effects (Type of Expense) No Yes
Controls Yes Yes
Robust Standard Errors Yes Yes
Observations 24,301 24,301
Wald χ2 49.94*** 688.95***
Pseudo R-squared 0.032 0.255
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1
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campaign supplier, political party affiliation and public servant) to verify the average treatment 

effect (ATE) on payment terms. To perform the PSM for each predictor, an exact match was 

performed for year and type of expense, and a nearest-neighbor match for the log of payment 

amount. The results are shown in Table 4.6. Model 6 was estimated with no bias reduction, 

whereas model 7 was estimated with bias reduction. 

Results for campaign donors and political party affiliation are consistent with the 

previous analysis. After PSM, campaign donor demonstrated to be highly significant in both 

models (Model 6: ΑΤΕ = -4.511, z = -4.11, p<0.01; and Model 7: ΑΤΕ  = -4.059, z = -3.70, 

p<0.01). Political party affiliation confirmed to be highly significant as well (Model 6: ΑΤΕ  = 

-6.510, z = -4.11, p<0.01; and Model 7: ΑΤΕ  = -6.548, z = -4.13, p<0.01). 

Campaign suppliers which presented no significant effect in previous models, after 

matching, presented a highly significant ATE (Model 6: ΑΤΕ  = -4.710, z = -5.65, p<0.01; and 

Model 7: ΑΤΕ  = -4.179, z = -5.66, p<0.01). 

Finally, public servants showed no significant effect, as well as in the previous model, 

demonstrating that it is not determinant for lower payment terms. 

According to panel A, in table 4.4, the mean of payment terms at the municipality from 

2015–2019, of the analyzed data, was 14.48 days, whereas to those creditors (or shareholders) 

that were affiliated to dominant parties was 7.28 days; that is half of the mean of payment terms 

to other creditors. Such a reduction in the elapsed time between the date of verifications and 

the date of payment is especially important in an economy with an outstanding high-interest 

rate and significant inflation rate. In accordance with the Brazilian Central Bank (and Fundação 

Getulio Vargas), the basic interest rate – Selic26 (and the inflation rate – IGP-M)27 in the last 

 
26 Data about the basic interest rate (Selic) is available at the Brazilian Central Bank webpage 
<https://www.bcb.gov.br/controleinflacao/historicotaxasjuros>. 
27 Data about the general inflation rate (IGP-M) is available at the Fundação Getulio Vargas webpage 
<https://portalibre.fgv.br>. 
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five years behaved as follows on a yearly base: 14.15% (10.54%), 13.65% (7.17%), 6.9% (-

0.52%), 6.4% (7.54%), and 4.4% (7.30%), respectively from 2015 until 2019.  

 

 

TABLE 4.6: Robustness Test – Propensity Score Matching 

 

 In Brazil, as citizens rarely identify with political parties because most of them lack 

ideology (Samuels, 2006; ESEB, 2018), this research shows that a benefit attached to being 

affiliated to a political party is to accrue social capital to have favoritism in contracts with the 

public sector.  

 Concerning donors and suppliers to political campaigns, the SNA showed that some of 

them developed long–term relations with the mayor or an incumbent and many of them were 

part of a highly connected network. The second study demonstrated that these relationships 

MODEL 6 MODEL 7
ATE
Campaign Donor (1 vs 0) -4.511*** -4.059***
Robust Standard Errors (1.097) (1.097)
z-score -4.11 -3.70
Observations 19,078 19,078

ATE
Campaign Supplier (1 vs 0) -4.710*** -4.179***
Robust Standard Errors (0.833) (0.833)
z-score -5.65 -5.66
Observations 21,429 21,429

ATE
Party Affiliation (1 vs 0) -6.510*** -6.548***
Robust Standard Errors (1.584) (1.584)
z-score -4.11 -4.13
Observations 24,090 24,090

ATE
Public Servant/Comissioned Employee (1 vs 0) 2.300 2.280
Robust Standard Errors (2.151) (2.151)
z-score 1.07 1.06
Observations 20,445 20,445

Robust Standard Errors Yes Yes
Bias Reduction No Yes
Match - Year Exact Exact
Match - Type of Expense Exact Exact
Match - Payment Amount (Log) Nearest Nearest
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *p<0.1
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result in favoritism (campaign donor both before and after PSM / campaign supplier, after 

PSM). 

 Concerning public servants, although this research did not observe any influence on 

payment terms, it is relevant to address that they are forbidden by law to have business relations 

with their government entities (Act 12813/2013). Hence, for them, having a contract with their 

government entities is favoritism, per se. This favoritism was shown in the SNA. 

Therefore, we confirm hypothesis 2. 

 

4.6 CONCLUSION 
 

Accounting and auditing standards have a narrow definition for significant influence. 

Related parties' definition is limited to participation in the financial and operation policy 

decisions, usually by the representation on the board of directors or equivalent and that it may 

be obtained by an ownership interest, statute or agreement (IASB 2009, IAASB 2018; IPSAS 

2018). 

IPSAS 20 is merely an adaptation of IAS 24, which contributes to the weak 

surveillance of related parties in the public sector (Cesário et al., 2020). However, the public 

sector has essential differences from the private sector, and it is subject to political orientations 

that affect government entities' decision–making processes, strategies, and actions (Grossi & 

Steccolini, 2015). 

That political environment was analyzed in this study, where, with an armchair–audit 

approach, we identified a highly connected network of incumbents, political parties, and their 

affiliates, campaign donors, and campaign suppliers, confirming proposition 1. That network 

comprehends politically connected creditors to the municipality. That facilitates the emergence 

of clientelism, impairing competition. Hence, they should be extensively monitored for any 

favoritism because of their prior relations.  
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The prominence of political party A in that network draws attention. Its prominence 

is higher than the mayor's, which demonstrates that political parties have a higher long-term 

life than politicians. This conclusion is reinforced by the position of party B in that network. 

Although party B is not in the frontline since 2007, there is still a group of individuals affiliated 

to party B that had businesses with the municipality in the past five years. Individuals affiliated 

to either party A, B or C, are part of the creditors’ group for whom we found the most favorable 

payment terms. 

The existence of many public servants and some commissioned employees that had 

business transactions with the municipality also draws attention. Independently of not having 

favoritism in payment terms, they are forbidden by law to have business relations with their 

government entities. The SNA showed that they have access to contracts with the municipality 

without being politically connected to the other individuals, confirming proposition 2. 

After improving our model with fixed effects, we found favoritism to campaign 

donors, as did Boas et al. (2014) in their study. We also found favoritism to campaign suppliers 

after implementing a PSM. Like donors, campaign suppliers are part of a network with 

incumbents, and many of them relate to more than one influential politician during a political 

campaign. Besides, ISA 550 recommends closer attention to those that have significant 

business relationships with key management personnel ([IAS 550 ¶ A5], IAASB 2018). Ceteris 

paribus, the same closer attention should be addressed in the public sector. Future research can 

also investigate other proxies, such as payment amounts, rather than payment terms for better 

evaluating the magnitude of the effect. 

A relevant issue is determining who are the key management personnel in the public 

sector. Indeed, the broader the definition of this concept, probably would not comprise 

campaign donors, campaign suppliers and people affiliated to the political party of the 

government's key management personnel. 
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In short, this study showed that related parties have more favorable payment 

conditions than unrelated parties, confirming hypothesis 1. That is confirmed by hypothesis 

2, demonstrating that favoritism happens to campaign donors, campaign suppliers and to those 

that are affiliated to dominant political parties. Although there was no significant effect of 

favoritism in payment terms for public servants, the mere fact many of them have business 

transactions with the municipality, although forbidden, is an indication of favoritism. 

Hence, because of the existence of political connections between campaign donors 

and suppliers, incumbents and political parties, according to the SNA (proposition 1); and 

because public servants and commissioned employees have contracts with government entities 

(proposition 2), although forbidden, we propose a broadened definition for related party at 

IPSAS 20. Changes are as follows (proposed modifications are shown using bold italics for 

additions and strikethroughs for deletions): 

Related party means parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to 

(a) control the other party, or (b) exercise significant influence over the other party, 

but not limited to in making financial and operating decisions or if the related party 

entity and another entity are subject to common control. Related parties include: 

(a) Entities that directly, or indirectly through one or more intermediaries, control, 

or are controlled by, the reporting entity; 

(b) Associates (see IPSAS 36, "Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures"); 

(c) Individuals owning, directly or indirectly, an interest in the reporting entity that 

gives them significant influence over the entity, and close members of the family 

of any such individual; 

(d) Key management personnel, and close members of the family of key 

management personnel; and 
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(e) Entities in which a substantial ownership interest is held, directly or indirectly, 

by any person described in (c) or (d), or over which such a person is able to exercise 

significant influence;  

(f) Contractees of the public administration whose shareholders are affiliated 

with political parties that support the administrative or legislative office, and 

their close family members;  

(g) Contractees of the public administration that maintain or have maintained 

business relationships with incumbents either as campaign donors or as 

campaign suppliers, and their close family members; 

(h) Council board members or members of important commissions of the 

parliament or legislative power and their close family members, including 

corporations in which they hold ownership; and 

(i) Public servants and commissioned employees from the executive or the 

legislative powers, and their close family members. 

We must acknowledge some limitations of our study. First, our conclusions are based 

on a single case study. However, the analyzed municipality is subjected to the same budgetary, 

accounting, fiscal responsibility, transparency, conflicts of interest, improbity, bidding and 

contract laws and regulations that also bind all 5,570 municipalities in Brazil. This municipality 

is reasonably similar to the other 306 large-sized Brazilian municipalities (more than 100,000 

inhabitants) – its net recurrent revenue per capita is on the fourth quartile, and its ratio total 

personnel expenditure by net recurrent revenue is on the third quartile. 

Second, countries that do not have a multipartisanship political system may face other 

issues concerning related parties than those described in this paper. Third, we did not look for 

close family members' relationships in the municipality. That should be addressed as future 

research. 
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Fourth, we could not address other proxies for favoritism with the dataset from the 

analyzed municipality. Information such as payment amounts is highly dependent on the type 

and quantity of goods or services purchased; however, most of this information is unstructured, 

making such an analysis not feasible for an armchair auditor on a large dataset. Future research 

could search for other data sources to compare different proxies and different political 

environments.  

Lastly, hypotheses 1 and 2 could not be tested with the original definition of IPSAS 

20, that is, the actual IPSAS 20 plus politically connected entities and individuals. SCEs in the 

municipality are monopolistic firms (water and sewage, public pension fund and street 

lighting), and hence, they do not have comparable transactions. 

As the main academic implication of this study, we invite other researchers to 

implement our detailed model to identify RPTs in government entities based on the proposed 

comprehensive definition of related parties. We argue that an armchair–audit approach is 

fundamental for leveraging the discussion about related parties’ significant influence in the 

public sector, putting pressure on standard setters, regulators, auditors, and incumbents to 

achieve higher transparency standards concerning RPTs.  
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CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSION 
 

 

This dissertation highlighted the risk of related party transactions (RPTs) being used for 

tunneling purposes in the public sector, rather than improving social welfare, which prejudices 

democracy, impairs market competition and transforms a ‘capitalism of market’ into a 

‘capitalist of clientelism’. RPTs should be an essential concern, but this study demonstrated it 

is under-researched.  

Even though there are famous fraud cases involving related parties, there is no active 

discussion on the matter. Rather, few scholars took the brave mission to call attention to it. In 

the public sector, the situation is even worse; there is no in-depth study about RPTs as the one 

made in this dissertation. 

That is the reflex of auditing and accounting standards. The last RPTs standard revision 

was made more than ten years ago, and the amendments went in the opposite direction of 

strengthening the monitoring of state-controlled enterprises (SCEs) and government entities. 

The research presented in chapter 2 shows that, during the IAS 24 revision process, most 

organizations that raised their opinion on the matter were worried about the burden of extra 

workload and costs, rather than to the quality of information disclosed by SCEs.  

By the auditing side, IAASB issued a 4-year comprehensive program to review ISA 550. 

Constituents took advantage of the disclosure exemption concerning SCEs under common 

control approved for the IAS 24 and encouraged IAASB to do the same, which was accepted.  

It was expected that IPSASB would pay closer attention to RPTs in the public sector. 

However, IPSAS 20 was never submitted for public consultation. Instead, it is merely an 

adaptation of IAS 24. INTOSAI has the same lack of attention and just mimics ISA 550. Hence, 

this research showed that there is a vacuum on literature and standards that must be fulfilled. 

Otherwise, controlling bodies will not have the right tools for improving their surveillance. 
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In Brazil, the situation is not different. Still, public sector accounting standards have not 

converged towards IPSAS 20, which leads to a weaker governance environment in the public 

sector accounting framework. Chapter 2 demonstrated that on a case study of the Brazilian 

supreme audit institution (SAI), in which more than 59,000 decisions from the period 2008-

2019 were analyzed, RPTs are weakly monitored in comparison to nepotism and conflicts of 

interest that have specific legislation, and are also superficially monitored. Additionally, the 

SAI has implemented a pedagogical approach, preferring to recommend improvements on 

internal control mechanisms than to punish public sector managers and apply material 

penalties. 

Findings in chapter 2 led to the discussion presented in the subsequent chapter. First, 

chapter 3 raises the adequacy of robotic process automation (RPAs) for highly repetitive 

auditing tasks. RPAs can be used to collect big data information coming from various sources 

to improve substantive audit procedures and provide better audit evidence. 

Then, the issue of politically connected entities and individuals was raised. They have 

access to an array of benefits from governments, and identifying favoritism towards them is 

not straightforward. Building on top of Faccio’s (2006) definition of politically connected 

firms, we extended the concept by including local governments, and with a more explicit 

definition for “closely related to top officials”. Hence, a politically connected entity should be 

defined if its owner, shareholder, or key management personnel is (a) an incumbent or 

representative of parliamentary and legislative houses; (b) head, a minister, or a secretary of 

state at the federal or local levels; (c) closely related to a top official as a campaign donor or 

supplier, affiliated to the same political party, or works as a public servant; or (d) a family 

member of (a), (b) or (c). 

Because of the nature of the relationship between politically connected entities and 

individuals with politicians and political parties – making donations or providing services and 
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goods for political campaigns, and sometimes affiliated to political parties – they should be 

surveilled as capable of exercising significant influence on incumbents decisions. Hence, they 

should be treated as related parties to entities to whom they have political connections. 

 Therefore, to monitor their transactions with government entities, a definition is used in 

the same chapter to propose a model for identifying RPTs among politically connected entities 

and individuals using RPAs. This model is composed of five steps: planning, data collection’s 

sources analysis, development and implementation, data merger using SQL, and data analysis. 

This model is used in a case study presented in the subsequent chapter. 

In chapter 4, we analyzed the political system in the context of a social network, where 

various actors such as incumbents (from the executive and legislative powers), campaign 

donors, campaign suppliers and public servants interact to accrue social capital. In that 

environment, expectations and obligations are set, and those that are more central to the 

network detain more power. 

Based on transactions from five years, the case study of a Brazilian municipality showed 

a highly connected network among these actors, with just a few individuals peripheral to this 

network. In addition, the social network analysis (SNA) highlighted the importance of two 

political parties, the mayor and one influential council member acting as bridges to connect 

different members of the network, which becomes even more critical in a low-density network 

such as that. The SNA also showed four communities orbiting around the mayor, two political 

parties and some councilmen. 

Indeed, in chapter 4, we verified transactions among politically connected entities and 

individuals, from this network, with the municipality. These transactions were classified as 

RPTs and compared to non–RPTs. Payment terms were used as a proxy to verify favoritism in 

the municipality transactions to related parties. Overall, payment terms to related parties were 
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almost 25% lower than to non–related parties. The reduction in the elapsed time between the 

date of verifications and the date of payment is especially important in an economy with an 

outstanding high-interest rate and significant inflation rate. That is the case of the Brazilian 

economy during the analyzed period (i.e., 9.1% p.a. average basic interest rate; 6.4% p.a. 

average inflation rate). 

A second analysis showed a significant effect on reducing payment terms when 

participants in this network were affiliated to a dominant political party or were campaign 

donors. After implementing a propensity score matching technique, campaign suppliers were 

also identified to be favored with lower payment terms. Although there were no reductions in 

payment terms for public servants, they are forbidden by law in Brazil to have business 

relations with their government entities. Hence, the public servants that were found having 

business transactions with the municipality may be considered to be favored as well. Based on 

the findings, a comprehensive definition of related parties for IPSAS 20 was proposed. 

Weak regulations and monitoring, with a political system that favors the emergence of 

social networks, encompassing politically connected entities and individuals, creates the 

perfect storm for the emergence of a corrupt environment that should be hindered. Therefore, 

the contribution of this dissertation has both theoretical and practical implications. 

Concerning theoretical implications, this is the first comprehensive study of RPTs in the 

public sector. So far, various contributions were made to the private sector, and only a few 

focused on SCEs. As practical implications, a model to identify RPTs with politically 

connected entities and individuals was proposed, and RPAs were made available to be used by 

citizens interested in engaging in the sousveillance of their governments, on an armchair-

auditing approach. However, we must acknowledge that few citizens have programing skills, 

limiting sousveillance. Nonetheless, citizens must act as criticisms of their governments and 

demand not only information but better surveillance tools for governmental auditors. 
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Therefore, chapter 3 developed the adaptation of such armchair-audit RPA into an RPA that 

can be used by governmental auditors to enhance predictive internal control mechanisms. 

This study has some limitations. First, both case studies (chapters 2 and 4) are focused in 

Brazil, and we must acknowledge that the local political environment and regulation affect the 

results of this research. We do not intend to generalize the observation from the analyzed 

municipality (chapter 4), despite the fact that the analyzed municipality is subjected to the same 

budgetary, accounting, fiscal responsibility, transparency, conflicts of interest, improbity, 

bidding and contract laws and regulations that also bind all 5,570 municipalities in Brazil; and 

the fact that this municipality is reasonably similar to the other 306 large-sized Brazilian 

municipalities (more than 100,000 inhabitants) – its net recurrent revenue per capita is on the 

fourth quartile, and its ratio total personnel expenditure by net recurrent revenue is on the third 

quartile.  

Second, the proxy for favoritism used in chapter 4 was based on a single metric: payment 

terms. We could not address other proxies with the dataset from the analyzed municipality. 

Information such as payment amounts is highly dependent on the type and quantity of goods 

or services purchased; however, most of this information is unstructured, making such an 

analysis not feasible for an armchair auditor on a large dataset. Further research could search 

for other data sources to compare different proxies and different political environments.  

 Finally, we invite other researchers to engage in this discussion to bring more 

transparency to the public sector. 
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